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Preface

PLACES 2012 (full title: Programming Language Approaches to Concurrency- and CommunicationCentric Software) is the fifth edition of the PLACES workshop series. After the first PLACES, which
was affiliated to DisCoTec in 2008, the workshop has been part of ETAPS every year since 2009 and is
now an established part of the ETAPS satellite events.
The workshop series was started in order to promote the application of novel programming language
ideas to the increasingly important problem of developing software for systems in which concurrency and
communication are intrinsic aspects. This includes software for both multi-core systems and large-scale
distributed and/or service-oriented systems. The scope of PLACES includes new programming language
features, whole new programming language designs, new type systems, new semantic approaches, new
program analysis techniques, and new implementation mechanisms.
This year’s call for papers attracted 17 submissions, from which the programme committee selected
10 papers for presentation at the workshop. Each paper was reviewed by three PC members, in one case
making use of an additional sub-reviewer. The PC then discussed the papers and their reviews in order
to produce the final list of accepted papers. We used EasyChair for the whole process, which, as always,
made everything very straightforward.
The number of submissions was higher than in previous years, which is an indication of a healthy
workshop but makes the selection process more difficult. Several of the rejected papers could have
been included if more time had been available for presentations, but we were reluctant to compress the
schedule too much; allowing plenty of time for discussion is essential for a successful workshop.
We are very pleased to be able to offer an invited talk from Benedict Gaster of AMD, and we are
very grateful to AMD for paying his travel expenses. We feel that the invited talk and the contributed
talks together make up a very attractive programme for this year’s PLACES, and we are looking forward
to a lively and productive meeting.
Finally, we would like to thank the programme committee members for their hard work, and the
ETAPS workshop chairs and local organizers for their help.
Simon Gay
Paul Kelly
Programme Committee Co-Chairs

To appear in EPTCS.
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Can GPGPU Programming be Liberated from the
Data-Parallel Bottleneck?
A Style of Braided Parallelism and its Programs
(Invited Talk)
Benedict R. Gaster
AMD

With the success of programming models such as Khronos’ OpenCL and NVIDIA’s Cuda, Heterogeneous computing is going mainstream. However, these systems are low-level, even when considering
them as systems programming models. They are effectively extended subsets of C99, limited to the
type unsafe procedural abstraction that C has provided for more than 30 years. Computer systems
programming has for more than two decades been able to do a lot better. One successful case in
point is the systems programming language C++, known for its strong(er) type system and template
and object-oriented abstraction features. A further limitation of the OpenCL/Cuda programming
models is that, while they are intended to support a selection of different devices, to date they have
really reflected the GPU programming model of the previous decade, i.e. they have focused on fine
grain data-parallel workloads. What about other work-loads, e.g. task-parallel workloads? In this
talk we introduce a model of braided parallelism and an object-oriented (based on C++11) programming model for heterogeneous computing - liberating GPGPU programming from its data-parallel
bottleneck, while at the same time adopting modern programming abstractions.

To appear in EPTCS.
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Work-Streaming Compilation of Futures
Antoniu Pop

Albert Cohen

INRIA and École Normale Supérieure
Paris, France
antoniu.pop@inria.fr

INRIA and École Normale Supérieure
Paris, France
albert.cohen@inria.fr

This paper presents a new compilation scheme for futures, a concurrent programming construct used
for fine-grained synchronization of parallel computations, that transparently aggregates the resolution of multiple futures. We rely on the results of previous work on the compilation of OpenMP
streaming programs, showing that futures represent a special case of streaming tasks. The highly
expressive OpenMP streaming paradigm allows to capture any kind of dynamic dependence patterns, in particular where consumers are not necessarily known in advance, as is the case for futures.
The work-streaming compilation framework developed for such streaming tasks allows to efficiently
compile futures, without a garbage collector. We introduce additional syntactic constructs to the
OpenMP language to simplify the expression of futures, and discuss the semantic integration of such
constructs in OpenMP and its stream-computing extension.

1

Introduction

Futures are a very versatile form of fine-grained synchronization. They are used to allow the computation
of an expression or of a work function to occur asynchronously until the result is needed, possibly
overlapping some other computation and therefore allowing to hide, for example, communication or
memory latencies. The future returned by such an expression is not a value, but a promise to deliver the
value of the expression at a later time. Implementations are often based on spawning a task to resolve
the future; when the user of the future needs its value, it may either find that the future has already been
resolved, in which case it can directly access the value, or it is blocked until the task completes. Futures
are supported in many programming languages, among which Java [4] and C++11.
The semantics of futures blends the notions of synchronization and the proxy used for accessing the
data. This hides one of the main difficulties to efficiently implement futures: it is generally not possible
to know, at compile time, the number of consumers for the data. For this reason, implementations of
futures [2] generally adds the cost of garbage collection to determine when the proxy, and the associated
data, can be reused. In our approach, the work-streaming compilation of futures, this problem is not
fundamentally eliminated. We still rely on a form of ad hoc, explicit garbage collection. However, this
compilation scheme enables important optimizations. In particular, streaming futures can be dynamically
aggregated to adjust the granularity of work and, under conditions that can always be statically overapproximated, to adjust the granularity of synchronization.
This paper presents the language design for supporting streaming futures in OpenMP. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We show that futures can be implemented using streams and we motivate this approach. It allows
to avoid relying on a general purpose garbage collector and can enable important optimizations.
• We discuss the integration of the semantics of futures in the current OpenMP streaming extension
and provide additional language support.

To appear in EPTCS.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the streamcomputing extension to OpenMP [6] and presents the design of the language support for futures as
OpenMP streaming tasks. Section 3 provides a short introduction to the Control-Driven Data-Flow
(CDDF) model of computation, which allows to reason about OpenMP streaming programs and prove
program properties. Finally, Section 4 presents the work-streaming compilation framework and its application in the context of futures.

2

OpenMP Streaming and Futures

The OpenMP stream-computing extension [6] relies on the explicit specification of data flow between
OpenMP tasks to build the program task graph. The generalization of this extension in [5] provides for
dynamically building dynamic task graphs, where producer and consumer tasks interleave their accesses
in streams based on the control flow of the main program.
OpenMP language extension. The extension to the OpenMP3.0 language specification consists in two
additional clauses for task constructs, the input and output clauses presented on Figure 1.
input/output (list)
list
::= list, item
| item
item
::= stream
| stream >> window
| stream << window
stream ::= var
| array[expr]
expr
::= var
| value

int s, Rwin[Rhorizon];
int Wwin[Whorizon];
input (s >> Rwin[burstR])

Rwin
s

burst peek
burst

poke

Wwin

output (s << Wwin[burstW])

Figure 1: Syntax for input and output clauses (left) and illustration of the use of windows to access
streams (right).
Both clauses take a list of items, each of which describes a stream and its behaviour with regards
to the task to which the clause applies. If the item notation is in the abbreviated form stream, then
the stream can only be accessed one element at a time through the same variable stream. In the second
form, stream >> window, the programmer uses the C++-flavoured << >> stream operators to connect
a sliding window to a stream, gaining access, within the body of the task, to horizon elements in the
stream.
This programming model is more general than data-flow: tasks compute on streams of values and
not on individual values. To the programmer, streams are simple C scalars, transparently expanded into
streams by the compiler. An array declaration (in plain C) defines the sliding window accessible within
the task and its size, the horizon. The connection of a sliding window to a stream in an input or output
clause allows to specify the burst, which is the number of elements by which the sliding window is
shifted after each activation. In Figure 1 the input window Rwin would be shifted by two elements,
while the output window Wwin would be shifted by three elements. The data-flow case corresponds to
horizon = burst. In the more general case where horizon > burst, the window elements beyond the burst
are accessible to the task; for an output window, the burst and horizon must be the same. Task activation
is enabled by the availability, on each input stream, of all horizon elements on the input window, and is
driven by the control flow of the main OpenMP program.
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#pragma omp task output (x)
x = ...;

// Task T1

T1

for (i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
int view_a[2], view_b[3];

T2

#pragma omp task output (x << view_a[2]) // Task T2
view_a[0] = ...; view_a[1] = ...;

Stream "x"

if (i % 2) {
#pragma omp task input (x >> view_b[2]) // Task T3
use (view_b[0], view_b[1]);
}
#pragma omp task input (x)
// Task T4
use (x);

T3
T4

}

Figure 2: Example of input and output clause uses (left) and the resulting task graph (right).

T1

producers

T2

Stream "x"

T3

consumers

T4

Figure 3: Interleaving of stream accesses for the tasks on Figure 2.
The example on Figure 2 illustrates the syntax of the input and output clauses. Task T1 uses the
simplified form of the clause syntax and produces one data element for stream x. The semantics of
streams in this extension is to interleave the accesses to streams, as illustrated on Figure 3, in the order
of the main OpenMP program, also called control program, which means that T1 introduces a delay in
this stream. Task T2 is also a producer, adding two elements to stream x at each activation. Tasks can
be predicated by arbitrary control flow, as is the case for T3, which reads three elements at a time (the
horizon is the size of the view declaration) and discards two elements. T4 also reads from x, interleaving
its accesses to the stream with the accesses from T3. This interleaving is entirely determined by the
schedule of the control program, in this case it is a sequence (T4, T3, T4, T4, T3, ...)
Futures as OpenMP streaming tasks. Futures can be directly represented as streaming tasks, but they
must rely on a special kind of stream access pattern because the number of times the value computed in
the future is read cannot be known in advance. We must rely on input clauses with null bursts to avoid
advancing in the stream before it is known that a given future can no longer be accessed. This means that
the programmer, or the compiler, needs to explicitly advance the read position in the stream, which has
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an important side effect: no further reference to the past can be made, so the number of consumers that
have acquired a read handle on all futures before advancing is final. This allows to reuse the memory,
based on a simple circular buffer scheme, as soon as all the consumers have completed. Advancing the
reading position in a stream can be simply achieved by using an input clause with a non-zero burst value
on a task that contains no code. For instance, the example presented on Figure 4 (left) shows how a
future x can be implemented as a stream. The consumers of this future use zero-burst input clauses and
a final code-less task is used to advance the position in the stream for the next iteration.
int x, view[1];
int x;
while (...) {
#pragma omp task output (x)
x = foo ();
if (...)
#pragma
... =
if (...)
#pragma
... =

while (...) {
#pragma omp task output (x)
x = foo ();

omp task input (x >> view[0])
use (view[0]);

if (...)
#pragma
... =
if (...)
#pragma
... =

omp task input (x >> view[0])
use (view[0]);

#pragma omp task input (x >> view[1])
{ ; }
}

omp task peek (x)
use (x);
omp task peek (x)
use (x);

#pragma omp tick (x)
}

Figure 4: Future implemented with OpenMP streaming tasks (left) and with simplified syntax (right).
The semantics of this kind of code-less tasks is very similar to the next operator in the Lucid [1]
language, it provides a notion of logical time when consumer tasks do not advance in the stream by
themselves. The need to add explicit advancement operations may be perceived as cumbersome, but it
does not reduce the generality of this approach.
Syntactic support for futures: peek and tick. While the current extension is sufficiently expressive to
capture the semantics of futures, we propose to add some simplifying syntactic adjustments that cover the
needs of futures. In order to express 0-burst accesses to streams, we will use an additional peek clause,
with the same syntax as the input clause, but where the burst cannot be specified and is implicitly
understood to be 0. We also add a new OpenMP tick directive to avoid using code-less tasks, which
can be misleading. This directive allows to advance the read position in streams and plays a similar role
to advancing the logical clock represented by stream access indexes. These new syntactic additions are
presented on Figure 5.
An example of the use of these additional constructs is presented on Figure 4 (right). As with the
input and output clauses, the peek clause can use the abbreviated syntax, where the view is implicit.
The tick construct only specifies the burst, or the number of elements to skip, which can be omitted
when advancing by one element.
To give a better idea of the use of streaming futures, and also to show the limitations of this technique,
we present on Figure 6 the recursive implementation of Fibonacci. As the algorithm never reuses futures,
each recursive call creates a new stream for communicating its result, which means that a single future
will be synchronized by each stream. In such a case, no benefits can be drawn from our compilation
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int view[horizon];
#pragma omp task input (x >> view[0])

#pragma omp task input (x >>
view[burst])
{ ; }
}

// implicit 0-burst
#pragma omp task peek (x >> view)

⇐⇒

// advance the stream clock by ‘‘burst’’
#pragma omp tick (x >> burst)
}

Figure 5: Syntactic support for futures.
scheme. Note also that since each future is only read once, there is no need to decouple the read accesses
with peek and tick operations, so we can use input clauses instead.
#pragma omp task firstprivate (n) output (*res)
void fibo (int n, int *res) {
if (n < 2) {
#pragma omp task firstprivate (n) output (*res)
*res = n;
} else {
int fibo_n_1, fibo_n_2;
fibo (n-1, &fibo_n_1); // recursive tasks
fibo (n-2, &fibo_n_2);
#pragma omp task input (fibo_n_1, fibo_n_2) output (*res)
{
*res = fibo_n_1 + fibo_n_2;
}
}
}

Figure 6: Implementation of Fibonacci with streaming futures: peek and tick are merged into input
clauses as each future is used only once.

3

The Control-Driven Data-Flow Model of Computation

One particularity of our programming model is that the computation is driven by control flow rather than
data flow: the availability of data on input channels is only an enabling factor, not a driving factor, for the
execution of tasks. The CDDF model [5] is primarily meant as a means to reason about such streaming
programs.
Overview of CDDF. Streams are modeled as indexed sequences of values where stream accesses are
read or write operations on single indexes. Task activations are defined by the set of stream accesses generated by their execution. Based on these sets, task dependences are defined based on two relations: (1)
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Bernsteins definition of data dependences[3]; and (2) a prefix-closed (monotonic) stream synchronization that allows a much more efficient implementation than synchronizing each index as an independent
future. The over-synchronization resulting from (2) is shown to introduce no spurious deadlocks, new
deadlocks that do not stem from program semantics.
In the CDDF model, the driver of the execution is not the satisfaction of a task activation’s dependences, but the control flow of the “main” OpenMP program, which we call the control program. The
execution of the control program is generally considered to be sequential1 and it allows to build a deterministic indexing order of data in streams, generating the stream access indexes for each task activation.
One of the key notions in this model is that of CDDF tasks, equivalence classes on task activations that
use the same set of input and output streams, which can be further restricted for practical reasons to also
require a common work function. The stability of communication patterns of task activations within a
CDDF task, yet without restricting the indexing patterns, represents the starting point for enabling the
aggregation of work and synchronization across multiple task activations, or futures.
CDDF properties for futures. Programs written with the OpenMP stream-computing extension fit
the CDDF model of computation. Such programs are proven to be functionally deterministic, assuming
that the underlying sequential program is deterministic itself, as well as serializable. They also provide
deadlock determinism, which means that if such a program deadlocks for a given input, it will always
deadlock in the same state when the state can be materialized (i.e., if the program does not run out of
memory). Such programs can also be proven to be free of deadlocks, under conditions that can be overapproximated statically, except for insufficiency deadlocks which correspond to algorithmic errors where
some producers do not produce as much data as the consumers need before a barrier.
Finally, CDDF programs can rely on a very efficient synchronization algorithm that does not require
atomic operations or memory fences on architectures that provide the total store order memory model,
which is in particular true for x86 architectures. This result is due to the absence of consensus required
between multiple producers or multiple consumers, which interleave their accesses to streams based on a
schedule computed by the control program. This is essential for performance, especially on architectures
where the cost of atomic operations is high, because data aggregation cannot always be used to amortize
the cost of synchronization.

4

Compilation of Futures

As the compilation of futures does not require a change in the semantics of the OpenMP streaming
extension, where we only add some syntactical shortcuts, we do not require any adjustments to the
current compilation scheme or to the proofs of properties guaranteed under the Control-Driven DataFlow model of computation.
Work-streaming compilation. The work-streaming compilation framework described in [5] consists
primarily of an aggressive work and data aggregation scheme. The program transformations required are
always valid in the case of acyclic data-flow graphs, which can be over-approximated statically. The work
aggregation relies on the notion of CDDF tasks, which is a set of task activations, or in this case more
precisely a set of futures, sharing the same work function and the same communication channels. Futures
belonging to such a set can be bundled and executed together to coarsen the granularity of work. Within
1 This

restriction can be partially removed through static analysis.
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such bundles, futures that access streams at consecutive indexes can also benefit from data aggregation,
which means that synchronization can be performed once for multiple future resolutions.
Work aggregation is inherently safe in the work-streaming technique, because CDDF programs are
control-driven and the aggregation is limited to the task activations that are already known to be required
by the control program. However, data aggregation is only guaranteed to be safe in general for tasks that
do not belong to a dependence cycle. Whenever it is impossible to determine statically whether a task
will never belong to a dependence cycle, only work aggregation is used.
Performance considerations. While the implementation of the work-streaming framework is still under way, and it is not yet capable of handling the very dynamic types of programs usually associated
with futures, current results allow us to expect that this approach would provide an efficient implementation of futures. In particular, the granularity of work necessary to amortize the synchronization cost in
work-streaming is 80× lower [6] than for Cilk.

5

Conclusion

We presented a technique for using OpenMP streaming tasks to encode futures, and proposed a simplified syntax for stream-based futures in OpenMP. This approach allows to leverage the existing workstreaming compilation and runtime infrastructure to provide an implementation of futures that does not
rely on garbage collection. The work-streaming compilation scheme aggregates the resolution of multiple futures to coarsen the granularity of work and synchronization. The runtime support also gives access
to a very efficient synchronization algorithm, which does not require atomic operations or memory fences
on x86 architectures.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the European Commission through the FP7 projects
TERAFLUX id. 249013 and PHARAON id. 288307.
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Variant-Frequency Semantics for Green Futures
Yu David Liu
SUNY Binghamton
Binghamton, New York 13902, USA
davidl@cs.binghamton.edu

This paper describes an operational semantics for futures, with the primary target on energy efficiency. The work in progress is built around an insight that different threads can coordinate by
running at different “paces,” so that the time for synchronization and the resulting wasteful energy
consumption can be reduced. We exploit several inherent characteristics of futures to determine how
the paces of involving threads can be coordinated. The semantics is inspired by recent advances
in computer architectures, where the frequencies of CPU cores can be adjusted dynamically. The
work is a first-step toward a direction where variant frequencies are directly modeled as an essential
semantic feature in concurrent programming languages.

1

Introduction

For software developers, adopting multi-core architectures is widely known to be a trade-off. On the
benefit side, a programmable task – if written as a multi-threaded program and deployed on multi-core
platforms – may potentially yield higher performance compared with a single-threaded implementation.
On the cost side however, correct and efficient multi-threaded programming is a complex matter. The
vast majority of today’s research on multi-core programming and compilation can be viewed as efforts
to tip this cost-benefit analysis favorably, improving quality of multi-core software:
performance
multi-core software quality =
pain and horror of software development and use
Examples include designing new programming models to ease programming efforts and enforce invariants, new program analyses to find concurrency bugs, or new optimization techniques to further improve
performance.
Multi-Core Software Energy Efficiency An additional form of cost – obvious but so far largely under
the radar of multi-core programming and compilation research – is the energy consumption of multicore architectures: the energy consumption of CPUs multiplies when platforms evolve from single-core
architectures to multi-core ones due to the inherent nature of digital circuits. In this paper, we call for
more research efforts to tip a new flavor of cost-benefit analysis favorably, improving energy efficiency
of multi-core software:
multi-core software energy efficiency =

performance
energy consumption

To come up with a software-centered solution for energy efficiency, it is important to identify energy
inefficiencies as introduced by software. Indeed, when we deploy a multi-threaded program on a 20core machine, we would have tolerated a 20x increase of energy consumption if our program yields 20x
speed-up. The culprit that prevents this – according to the now famous Amdahl’s law [1] – is really

To appear in EPTCS.
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the program (algorithm) itself! The law tells us linear speed-up is impossible on multi-core executions
for algorithms with any serial components (which by the way, apply to virtually all practical programs).
Performance degrades the most when a parallel execution is stalled due to the need for executing the
program’s serial components. To improve energy efficiency, it is thus the most profitable if we focus on
minimizing energy consumption for these parallelism-stalling oprations.
On the programming language level, such operations are often realized through synchronization
primitives. When two threads synchronize, the first thread arriving at the synchronization point needs
to wait for the arrival of the second. Operationally, the intuitive notion of “wait” translates to either
spinning or blocking [6] of the first thread. Unfortunately, neither spinning nor blocking is energyefficient. Spinning – also known as busy waiting – consumes energy with no execution throughput
directly related to program code. Blocking – the strategy that context-switches the first thread so that
the CPU core can be occupied by other threads – increases overall CPU utilization but comes with the
cost of context switch. This especially takes a toll on energy consumption: context switch usually leads
to significant reduction on cache locality; the resulting cache misses are known to be one of the most
expensive operations in terms of energy consumption.
Energy-Efficient Futures This paper puts the spotlight on one particular form of synchronization
mechanism, futures [5], and argues that several of their distinct traits – if exploited – can potentially
improve energy efficiency of multi-core program execution. Our key insight is that, to avoid the useless energy consumption of spinning or blocking, different threads can execute at different “paces,” so
that the thread likely to arrive early “saunters” to the synchronization point whereas the one likely to
arrive late “sprints” to the synchronization point. To achieve the effect of sauntering and sprinting is not
hard: modern CPUs are almost invariably equipped with abilities to dynamically adjust frequencies and
voltages, a strategy widely known as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [2]. The main
challenge here is to determine which thread should saunter, and which thread should sprint, a question
that will be answered in the next section.

2

Green Futures: The General Approach

Futures have long known to be appealing for implicit thread management [5] and program optimization
[3]. The idea was popularized in a functional setting (such as MultiLisp and Scheme), and later successfully adopted to object-oriented languages, both as research prototypes [8, 9] and mainstream language
extensions (Java and C#). For example, the following pseudo-code demonstrates the use of futures in a
Java-like method:
1
2
3
4
5
6

void procRequest ( Socket s ) {
Buffer in = future readBuf ( s ) ;
...
int size = in . position ( ) ;
...
}

Here, keyword future signifies that the invocation to readBuf at L. 2 is an asynchronous thread
creation (called a future creation); the method body of readBuf will be executed in a separate future
thread, and the program counter in the thread executing procRequest (the parent thread) immediately
moves on to the next statement. From this moment on, the two threads will run in parallel, with the
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future thread serving as a “producer” which eventually fulfills the return value of readBuf – called
future realization (or fulfillment) – and the parent thread serving as a “consumer” when the return value
of readBuf is needed – in.position() invocation here at L. 4 – called future claim (or touch).
With the method body of readBuf and the omitted statements at L. 3 running in parallel, futures offer
an appealingly simple and incremental way to speed up previously serial code (i.e. the one when the
keyword future is removed).
To improve energy efficiency, we design a variant-frequency execution strategy for the two threads
involved in futures. Specifically, we adopt the following general strategy:
Main Strategy: we set the parent thread executing at a lower frequency level than the future
thread.
This strategy is designed thanks to two distinctive traits of futures. First, futures shapes up a fundamentally asymmetric relationship between two threads: one is a producer, and the other is a consumer;
Second, the future thread terminates upon future realization. Let us now demonstrate why the Main
Strategy is a sensible one. Not to lose generality, observe that there can only be two cases for a futureinvolved execution:

parent
thread

future
thread

parent
thread

Case I

thread

future
thread

Case II
future
creation

future
realization

future
claim

thread
wait

data
dependency

In Case I, despite having the parent thread executing at a lower frequency, it still reaches the future
claim point before the future is realized. In this case, the parent thread does need to spin or block,
but observe that the duration of spinning or blocking – hence useless energy consumption – is reduced
compared with the scenario where the parent had chosen to run faster and reached the claim point even
earlier. In Case II, as a result of the “faster” execution, the future thread successfully fulfills the future
before the parent thread claims it. In this case, the future thread has accomplished its mission of being,
and can be terminated. No spinning or blocking is needed. When the parent thread finally reaches the
claim point, the value (such as in in the example) is ready. No spinning or blocking is needed for the
parent thread either.
It should be noted that what really matters is the relative pace of the parent thread and the future
thread, not the absolute one. For instance, instead of slowing down the parent thread, the reasoning
above still stands if an implementation chooses to speed up the future thread, or slowing down the parent
thread and speeding up the future thread at the same time. All variations are likely to improve on overall
energy efficiency – in that the likelihood and duration of wasteful wait is reduced – but they might
have different effects on performance and overall energy consumption. For instance, if one chooses to
(absolutely) slow down the parent thread, Case II above has the potential to lead to performance penalties
because the program may run longer as a result of the slower execution of the critical path (the parent
thread). On the other hand, if one chooses to (absolutely) speed up the future thread, Case II will not
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have the aforementioned negative impact on performance. Overall, what this suggests is the same Main
Strategy above may lead to different implementation choices in DVFS. In Sec. 3, we provide a more
precise account of this approach.
According to our preliminary experiments, the overhead of DVFS – usually within tens of microseconds in existing architectures – can be ignored. Indeed, threads usually execute at a duration magnitudes longer, otherwise the cost of thread management would have invalidated their raison d’ête.

3

Operational Semantics

In this short presentation, we illustrate our ideas through a mini-language, a multi-threaded addition
calculator:

e ::= e + e | future e | v
expressions
v ::= i | fv
values
c ::= cl(fq, e)fv k c
configurations
Values are either integers or future values (fv). A new thread can be created via the future e expression, and future claim may happen for the + expression when either of its arguments is a a future
value. A parallel configuration is formed by concatenating single-threaded computations together, via
commutative k. Each single-threaded computation takes the form of cl(fq, e)fv , denoting expression e
is currently evaluated on a CPU with frequency fq, for realizing a future value fv. In addition, let us
define the frequencies supported by each CPU core as a finite well-ordered set W = {fq1 , . . . , fqn } where
fq1 < fq2 · · · < fqn (as in hertz). Since this set is fixed given a hardware environment, the rest of the
definitions are implicitly parameterized by W .
The small-step operational semantics is defined by the transitive reduction relation =⇒ over configurations. The reduction rules are defined as follows:

0

0

(R-Create)
cl(fq, E[future e])fv =⇒ cl(↑ fq, e)fv k cl(↓ fq, E[fv])fv if
0
0
(R-Claim) cl(fq, C[fv])fv k cl(fq0 , v)fv =⇒ cl(⇑ fq, C[v])fv
(R-Add)
cl(fq, E[i + i0 ])fv =⇒ cl(fq, E[i00 ])fv
if
00
0
00
(R-Cxt)
c k c =⇒ c k c
if

fv fresh
i00 sum of i, i0
c =⇒ c0

E ::= • | E + e | v + E evaluation context
C ::= • | C + v | i + C
claim context
The main novelty here is that the frequency of each thread execution can be explicitly adjusted,
through unary operators for upscaling (↑ and ⇑) and downscaling (↓). How these operators are defined
concretely is the standard problem of scaling factor selection in DVFS. Some design choices, including
the difference between ↑ and ⇑, will be discussed shortly. (R-Create) and (R-Claim) correspond to future
creation and future claim, respectively. At future creation time, the frequency for the “future” thread is
scaled up, whereas the ‘parent” thread is scaled down. This design choice reflects our main principle
of frequency adjustment: the “future” thread should hurry up to realize the future values, whereas the
“parent” thread should leisurely proceed. (R-Claim) shows that future claims are fundamentally an
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operation of synchronization. Here, the blocking semantics is used, whenever a future value needs to
be claimed, the reduction cannot progress until the future is realized. After future claim, the frequency
of the “parent” thread needs to scale up – intuitively, the reason for the “parent” thread to saunter no
longer exists. In addition to the standard evaluation context E, a separate claim context C is defined, for
execution configurations where a future must be realized. Note that the definition here is able to support
“futures of futures”: it is possible that a future thread realizes its future with another future value – in
which case the v metavariable in (R-Claim) is a future value in its own.
For example, if a (somewhat contrived) program 3 + future future (3 + 4) starts its execution at
frequency fqinit , the following reduction sequence is possible, where fvinit is a trivial future value for
the initial configuration, and fv1 , fv2 are fresh:
cl(fqinit , 2 + future (future (3 + 4)))fvinit
(R-Create)
=⇒ cl(↑ fqinit , future (3 + 4))fv1 k cl(↓ fqinit , 2 + fv1 )fvinit
(R-Create), (R-Cxt)
=⇒ cl(↑ (↑ fqinit ), 3 + 4)fv2 k cl(↓ (↑ fqinit ), fv2 )fv1 k cl(↓ fqinit , 2 + fv1 )fvinit
(R-Add), (R-Cxt)
fv
fv
fv
2
1
init
=⇒ cl(↑ (↑ fqinit ), 7) k cl(↓ (↑ fqinit ), fv2 ) k cl(↓ fqinit , 2 + fv1 )
(R-Claim), (R-Cxt)
=⇒ cl(⇑ (↓ (↑ fqinit )), 7)fv1 k cl(↓ fqinit , 2 + fv1 )fvinit
(R-Claim), (R-Cxt)
fv
init
=⇒ cl(⇑ (↓ fqinit ), 2 + 7)
(R-Add)
=⇒ cl(⇑ (↓ fqinit ), 9)fvinit
Scaling Factor Selection One possible way of defining the upscaling/downscaling operators is to apply
the standard functions of computing successive and preceding elements over W = [fq1 , . . . , fqn ]:
↑ fqk = ⇑ fqk

def

def

def

↑ fqn = ⇑ fqn

def

↓ fqk

def

↓ fq1

def

= fqk+1 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1
= fqn
= fqk−1 2 ≤ k ≤ n
= fq1

Here, the future thread is literally scaled up and the parent is scaled down. If a parent thread is going
to create two future threads, the second future thread is going to execute at a lower frequency than the
first (because the parent thread itself has been scaled down after the first future creation). Assuming
all futures created by the parent thread will be claimed, the parent thread eventually will return to the
original frequency. As another strategy, we can adjust the frequency of the parent thread only:

4

↑ fqk

def

⇑ fqk

def

⇑ fqn

def

↓ fqk

def

↓ fq1

def

= fqk

1≤k≤n

= fqk+1 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1
= fqn
= fqk−1 2 ≤ k ≤ n
= fq1

Future Work

This paper describes a work in progress, focusing on the ideas. A full-fledged semantics is under development. In particular, it remains to be seen how future safety [9] interacts with the proposed ideas in
an imperative setting. The fact that multiple scaling factor selection strategies exist clearly demonstrates
the importance of experimental methods in this project. For each selection strategy, we are interested
in exploring its impact on both performance – including both the spinning/blocking time and the overall
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execution time of the program – and energy consumption, and measuring it in a more rigorous setting
e.g. through Energy-Delay Product [4] and Energy-Delay Squared Product [7].
This paper demonstrates that a compiler decision on DVFS can be made to improve the energy efficiency of multi-threaded programs without the knowledge of their logical/execution details. Like most
optimization problems, the more knowledge one has on the optimization space, the more effective/optimal the solution will be. An interesting direction is to see how the general principle discussed in this
paper can be further combined with static/dynamic information of programs to contribute to additional
energy efficiency. For example, instead of viewing the described algorithm here as one where all scaling
points and scaling factors are entirely fixed at compile time and oblivious of the run-time behaviors, an
adaptive algorithm can be designed where the concrete definitions of ↑, ⇑, and ↓ can be adjusted at run
time based on run-time environment information and program profiling data.
Acknowledgment We thank the anonymous reviewers for their useful suggestions. This work is being
supported by NSF CAREER Award CCF-1054515 and a Google Faculty Award.
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We introduce an event-based model for contracts. Our model extends event structures with a new
relation, which faithfully captures the circular dependencies among contract clauses. We establish
whether an agreement exists which respects all the contracts at hand (i.e. all the dependencies can
be resolved), and we detect the obligations of each participant. The main technical contribution is
a correspondence between our model and a fragment of the contract logic PCL [4]. More precisely,
we show that the reachable events are exactly those which correspond to provable atoms in the logic.
Despite of this strong correspondence, our model improves [4] by exhibiting a finer-grained notion
of culpability, which takes into account the legitimate orderings of events.

1

Introduction

Contracts will play an increasingly important role in the specification and implementation of distributed
systems. Since participants in distributed systems may be mutually distrusted, and may have conflicting
individual goals, the possibility that a participant behaviour may diverge from the expected one is quite
realistic. To protect themselves against possible misconducts, participants should postpone actual collaboration until reaching an agreement on the mutually offered behaviour. This requires a preliminary
step, where each participant declares her promised behaviour, i.e. her contract.
A contract is a sort of assume/guarantee rule, which makes explicit the dependency between the
actions performed by a participant, and those promised in return by the others. Event structures [15]
can provide a basic semantic model for assume/guarantee rules, by interpreting the enabling b ` a as the
contract clause: “I will do a after you have done b”. However, event structures do not capture a typical
aspect of contracts, i.e. the capability of reaching an agreement when the assumptions and the guarantees
of the parties mutually match. For instance, in the event structure with enablings b ` a and a ` b, none of
the events a and b is reachable, because of the circularity of the constraints. An agreement would still be
possible if one of the parties is willing to accept a weaker contract. Of course, the contract “I will do b”
(modelled as ` b) will lead to an agreement with the contract b ` a, but it offers no protection to the
participant who offers it, e.g. it can be stipulated without having anything in return.
In this paper we introduce a model for contracts, by extending (conflict-free) event structures with a
new relation . The contract a b (intuitively, “I will do a if you promise to do b”) reaches an agreement
with the dual contract b a, while protecting the participant who offers it. We formalise agreements as
configurations where all the participants have reached their goals. We show that the problem of deciding
if an agreement exists can be reduced to the problem of proving a suitable formula in (a fragment of) the
contract logic PCL [4], where an effective decision procedure for provability exists.
Once an agreement has been found, the involved participants may safely cooperate by performing
events. Indeed, we prove that — even in the presence of dishonest participants which do not respect
their promises — either all the participants reach their goals, or some of them is culpable of not having
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performed her duties. A culpable participant may then be identified (and possibly punished). Also the
problem of detecting duties and identifying culpable participants can be solved by exploiting provability
of PCL . Notably, while PCL does not distinguish between the immediate duties and those that will
only be required later on in a computation (all provable atoms are considered duties in PCL ), the richer
semantical structure of our model allows for a finer-grained notion of duties, which depend on the actual
events already performed in a contract execution.

2

Contract model

A contract (Def. 1) comprises a set of events (ranged over by a, b, . . .) and a set of participants (ranged
over by A, B, . . .). Each event is uniquely associated (by a labelling `) to a participant. Events are
constrained by two relations: ` is the enabling relation of [15], while is a new relation, which allows
to cope with circularity. For instance, D ` e states that e may be performed after all the events in D have
happened; instead, D e means that e may be performed either if D has already happened (similarly
to `), or possibly “on credit”, on the promise that the events in D will be performed at some future time.
The goals of each participant are indicated by the relation ok: A ok X means that A is satisfied if all
the events in X have happened. The composition of contracts is defined component-wise, provided that
events are uniquely associated to participants.
Definition 1. A contract γ is a 6-tuple (E, A, `, ok, `, ), where: (1) E is a finite set of events; (2) A is a
finite set of participants; (3) ` : E → A associates each event to a participant; (4) ok ⊆ A × P (E) is the
fulfillment relation, such that A ok X ∧ X ⊆ Y =⇒ A ok Y; (5) ` ⊆ P (E) × E is the enabling relation,
such that X ` e ∧ X ⊆ Y =⇒ Y ` e; (6) ⊆ P (E) × E is the circular enabling relation.
Example 2. Suppose there are three kids who want to play together. Alice has a toy airplane, Bob has
a bike, while Carl has a toy car. Each of the kids is willing to share his toy, but they have different
constraints: Alice will lend her airplane only after Bob has allowed her ride his bike; Bob will lend his
bike only after he has played with Carl’s car; Carl will lend his toy car if the other two kids promise
that they will eventually let him play with their toys. These constraints are modelled by the following
contract γ, where in the relation ok we only indicate the minimal goals, and the components E, A, and `
are omitted for brevity:
{b} ` a

{c} ` b

{a, b}

c

A ok {b}

B ok {c}

C ok {a, b}

In the previous example, it is crucial that Carl’s contract allows the event c to happen “on credit” before the other events are performed. We shall show that this leads to an agreement among the participants,
while no agreement exists were Carl requiring {a, b} ` c (cf. Ex. 5).
In Def. 3 we refine the notion of configuration of [15], so to deal with the new -enablings. A set
of events C is a configuration if its events can be ordered in such a way that each event e ∈ C is either
`-enabled by its predecessors, or it is -enabled by some subset D of C. Configurations play a crucial
role, as they represent sets of events where all the debts have been honoured.
Definition 3. For all contracts γ, we say that C ⊆ E is a configuration of γ iff
∀e ∈ C. ∃e0 , . . . en ∈ C. en = e ∧ ∀i ≤ n. ({e0 , . . . , ei−1 } ` ei ∨ ∃D ⊆ C. D
The set of all configurations of γ is denoted by F(γ).
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Example 4. Not all sets of events are also configurations. For instance, in the contract with a b and
b a, the sets 0/ and {a, b} are configurations (in the latter, the use of allows for resolving the circular
dependency between a and b), while {a} and {b} are not.
Example 5. The contract γ of Ex. 2 has configurations 0/ and E = {a, b, c}. Note that if Carl replaces his
contract with {a, b} ` c, then E no longer belongs to F(γ).
Following the examples above we observe that, differently from other event-based models, if C is a
configuration, not necessarily X ⊆ C is a configuration as well. Hereafter, subsets of E are called states,
regardless they are configurations or not.
The monotonicity of the relation ok models the fact that once a contract has been fulfilled (i.e. a
configuration is reached where all participants say ok), additional events can be neglected. To cope with
that, our contracts have no conflicts (unlike [15]). Consequently, the union of two configurations is
always a configuration.
Lemma 6. For all contracts γ, if C ∈ F(γ) and D ∈ F(γ), then C ∪ D ∈ F(γ).
Notice that an event e may be added to a configuration C only if either C ` e, or D e for some
D ⊆ C. Otherwise, C ∪ {e} is not necessarily a configuration. Compositional reasoning on sets of events
(not necessarily configurations) can be done as sketched in the proof of Th. 15, by keeping track of the
events taken “on credit”.
An event is reachable when it belongs to a configuration; a state X is reachable if every event in X
is reachable. On the converse, whenever a set X is reachable, there always exists a configuration that
contains X, as by Lemma 6 configurations are closed by union. Also, the set comprising all the reachable
event is a configuration (actually, it is the maximal one).
Lemma 7. Let X ⊆ E be a reachable state. Then, ∃C ∈ F(γ). X ⊆ C.
Lemma 8. For all γ, C = {e ∈ E | e is reachable} ∈ F(γ), and @C0 ∈ F(γ) such that C0 ) C.
S

2.1

Agreements

An agreement (Def. 9) is a configuration of a contract where all the participants have reached their
individual goals. E.g., the configuration E = {a, b, c} is an agreement on the contract γ of Ex. 2, since
P ok E holds for P ∈ {A, B, C} by monotonicity of ok.
Definition 9. An agreement on γ is a configuration C ∈ F(γ) such that ∀A ∈ A : A ok C.
We now establish the duties of a participant in a state where some events X have been performed.
Although several different definitions of duties are possible, the common factor of any reasonable definition is that, in the absence of duties, all the participants must have reached their goals (see Th. 13).
Here we focus on a definition of duties where ` is prioritized over , i.e. an event may be performed on
credit only if no other ways are possible. More precisely, an event e belongs to duties(A, X) if (i) e is not
already present in X, but is in some configuration C, (ii) `(e) = A, and (iii) either e is `-enabled by X,
or, if no `-enablings are possible from X, then e is -enabled by some events in C ∪ X.
Definition 10. For all A, for all X, we define duties(A, X) as the set of events e 6∈ X such that `(e) = A
and there exists C ∈ F(γ) such that e ∈ C, and either X ` e or @e0 ∈ C \ X : X ` e0 ∧ ∃D ⊆ C ∪ X : D e.
A participant A is culpable in X when A has some duties in X.
Example 11. Recall the contract γ of Ex. 2. By Def. 10, in state 0/ only participant C is culpable, with
/ = {c}; in {c} only B is culpable, with duties(B, {c}) = {b}; finally, in {b, c} only A is
duties(C, 0)
culpable, with duties(A, {b, c}) = {a}.
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Example 12. Let γ be a contract with {a0 , a1 } a2 , {a0 , a2 } a1 , {a1 , a2 } ` a3 , and 0/ ` a0 , where
/ only A1 and A2 are culpable in {a0 }; only
`(ai ) = Ai for i ∈ [0, 3]. We have that only A0 is culpable in 0;
A1 is culpable in {a0 , a2 }; only A2 is culpable in {a0 , a1 }; only A3 is culpable in {a0 , a1 , a2 }; finally, no
one is culpable in C = {a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 } ∈ F(γ).
The following theorem establishes that it is safe to execute contracts after they have been agreed
upon. More precisely, in each state X of the contract execution, either all the participant goals have been
fulfilled, or some participant is culpable in X. Note that, in consequence of Def. 10, a participant can
always exculpate herself by performing some of her duties. This is because, if D = duties(A, X) is not
empty, participant A is always allowed to perform all the events in D, eventually reaching a state where
she is not culpable (note also that in the maximal state E no one is culpable).
Theorem 13. If an agreement on γ exists, then for all participants A ∈ A, and for all X ⊆ E, either
A ok X, or some participant is culpable in X.

2.2

On deciding agreements

The problem of deciding if an agreement exists on some contract γ is reduced below to the problem of
proving formulae in the contract logic PCL [4]. A comprehensive presentation of PCL is beyond the
scope of this paper, so we give here a brief overview, and we refer the reader to [4, 3] for more details.
PCL extends intuitionistic propositional logic IPC with the connective , called contractual implication. Differently from IPC, a contract b  a implies a not only when b is true, like IPC implication, but
also in the case that a “compatible” contract, e.g. a  b, holds. Also, PCL is equipped with an indexed
lax modality says , similarly to the one in [11].
The Hilbert-style axiomatisation of PCL extend that of IPC with the following axioms:
>>

φ → (A says φ)

(φ  φ) → φ

(A says A says φ) → A says φ

0

0

0

0

(φ → φ) → (φ  ψ) → (ψ → ψ ) → (φ  ψ )

(φ → ψ) → (A says φ) → (A says ψ)

In [4] a Gentzen-style proof system is given which enjoys cut elimination and the subformula property. The decidability of the entailment relation `PCL is a direct consequence of these facts.
In Def. 14 we show a translation from contracts into PCL formulae. In particular, our mapping is
a bijection into the fragment of PCL (called 1N-PCL ) which comprises atoms, conjunctions, says, and
non-nested (standard/contractual) implications.
Definition 14. The mapping [·] from contracts into 1N-PCL formulae is defined as follows:
[(Di ◦ ai )i ] =

i [Di ◦ ai ]

V

[{di | i ∈ I} ◦ a] = `(a) says (

V

i∈I

`(di ) says di )[◦] a

(
→ if ◦ = `
where [◦] =
 if ◦ =

Theorem 15. For all contracts γ, for all events e, e is reachable in γ iff [γ] `PCL `(e) says e.
Proof. (Sketch) We extend the definition of configuration, by allowing events performed “on credit”, in
the absence of their premises. We say that C ⊆ E is an X-configuration of γ iff X ⊆ C and
∀e ∈ C. ∃e0 , . . . en ∈ C. en = e ∧ ∀i ≤ n. ei ∈ X ∨ {e0 , . . . , ei−1 } ` ei ∨ ∃D ⊆ C. D

ei
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/ An event e is X-reachable if it belongs to some
Notice that Def. 3 is the special case when X = 0.
X-configuration. For all X, we define the set R(X) by the following inference rules:
D ` e D ⊆ R(X)
e ∈ R(X)

D

e

D ⊆ R(X ∪ {e})
e ∈ R(X)

e∈X
e ∈ R(X)

The set R(X) is used as a bridge in proving that e is X-reachable iff X, [γ] `PCL e. We prove first that
R(X) contains exactly the X-reachable events, and then (by induction on the depth of the derivations)
that X, [γ] `PCL e iff e ∈ R(X). To do that, it is helpful to exploit the following property of R: for all
X,Y, Z, if Z ⊆ R(Y ) then R(X ∪ Z) ⊆ R(X ∪Y ).
The following theorem exploits the decidable proof system of PCL (actually, the much simpler one of
1N-PCL is enough) to devise a decision procedure for agreements. Concretely, one can use the decision
procedure of 1N-PCL to compute the set C of reachable events. Then, an agreement exists iff each
principal A has some goals contained in C.
Theorem 16. A contract γ admits an agreement iff:
∀A ∈ A. ∃G ⊆ E. A ok G ∧ ∀e ∈ G : [γ] `PCL `(e) says e



Proof. (⇒) Let C be an agreement on γ, and let A = {Ai }i . For all i, Ai ok C for all i, by Def. 9.
By definition of ok, there exist Gi ⊆ C such that Ai ok Gi . Since Gi ⊆ C ∈ F(γ), then Gi is reachable.
Therefore, by Theorem 15, [γ] `PCL `(e) says e, for all e ∈ Gi .
(⇐) Let A = {Ai }i , and let {Gi }i be such that Ai ok Gi and [γ] `PCL `(e) says e for all i and for all
e ∈ Gi . By Theorem 15, each Gi is reachable. By Lemma 7, for all i there exists Ci ∈ F(γ) such that
S
Ci ⊇ Gi . By Lemma 6, C = i Ci is an agreement on γ.
Finally, note that also duties(A, X) can be computed by exploiting the correspondence with PCL .
More precisely, we use `PCL to compute the set of all reachable events, so obtaining the maximal configuration (Lemma 8), and then to compute D ` e as prescribed by Def. 10.

3

Related work and Conclusions

We have proposed an event-based model for contracts, featuring an effective procedure for deciding when
agreements exist, and which are the duties of the participants. We depart from the common principle that
contracts are always respected after they are stipulated: in our model, promises might not be always
maintained, and when they are not, culpable participants can be identified.
A concrete usage scenario of our contract model is a protocol for exchanging, agreeing upon, and
executing contracts. In the initial phase of the protocol, a special participant T acts as a contract broker,
which collects the contracts from all the participants. Then, T looks for possible agreements on subsets
of the contracts at hand. After an agreement on γ has been found, T shares a session with the participants
in γ. As long as the goals of some participant have not been fulfilled, T notifies the duties to each culpable
participant. Variants of this protocol are possible which dispose T from some of his tasks. Notice that
reaching an agreement is an essential requirement for the security of this protocol: if an untrusted contract
broker claims to have found an agreement when there is none, then Theorem 13 no longer applies, and
a situation is possible where a participant has not reached her goals, but no one is culpable. Participants
can still protect themselved against untrusted brokers, by always requiring in their contracts the suitable
preconditions. This protocol can be formally described in the process calculus CO2 [2]. This would
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require to specialise the abstract contract model of CO2 to the contracts presented in this paper, and,
accordingly, to make the observables in fuse /ask prefixes correspond to agreements/duties, respectively.
Contracts have been investigated using a variety of models, e.g. c-semirings [6, 7, 10], behavioural
types [5, 8, 9], logics [1, 14], etc. All these models do not explicitly deal with the circularity issue, which
instead is the focus of this paper. Circularity is dealt with at a logical (proof-theoretic) level in [4]; the
relation between reachability in our model and provability in the logic of [4] is stated by Theorem 15.
Compared to [4], our model features a finer notion of duties: while [4] focusses on reachable events,
Def. 10 singles out which events must be performed in a given state, by interpreting D ` e as “I will
do e after D has been done”. In [13] a trace-based model for contracts is defined. Similarly to ours, a
way is devised for blaming misconducts, also taking into account time contraints. However, [13] is not
concerned in how to reach agreements, so the modeling of mutual obligations (circularity) is neglected. It
seems interesting to extend our model with temporal deadlines, which would allow for a tighter notion of
agreement, and, more in general, with soft constraints, which could be used to model QoS requirements.
In [12] a generalization of prime event structures is proposed where a response relation (denoted with
•→) is used to characterize the accepting traces as those where, for each a •→ b, if a is present in the
trace, then b eventually occurs after a. The response relation bears some resemblance with our relation,
but there are some notable differences. First, having a b does not necessarily imply that a configuration
containing a must contain also b (another enabling could have been used), whereas a •→ b stipulates
that once one has a in an accepting configuration, then also b must be present. Indeed, an enabling a b
can be neglected, whereas a •→ b must be used. Also, augmenting the number of -enablings increases
the number of configurations, while adding more response relations reduces the number of accepting
configurations of the event structure. Finally, [12] deals with conflicts, while we have left this issue for
future investigation.
Acknowledgments. This work has been partially supported by by Aut. Region of Sardinia under grants
L.R.7/2007 CRP2-120 (Project TESLA) and CRP-17285 (Project TRICS).
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Stratified Protocols in Session Types
Romain Demangeon
Queen Mary, University of London

Session types offer an efficient and reliable way to formalise service choreography, as well as a solid
theoretical framework. Many recent developments have extended their expressiveness in several directions (multiparty sessions, introduction of states). We address here a way to improve the structure
itself of a session, by introducing a hierarchy of subsessions, started inside parent sessions. This
feature gives a powerful structuring and modularity principle for the use of sessions, while allowing
both to pass arguments to a protocol, such as labels, participants and other protocols and to send and
accept invitations to a new session through an existing session channel. For this purpose, we present
a new type language for global and local protocols. We also present a session calculus corresponding
to this specification language through a validation process, as well as a notion of well-formedness for
global protocols. We justify our contribution with examples.

1

Introduction

Decentralised computation is becoming more and more popular. Yet, the programmatic coordination of
a large number of independent entities interacting with each other inside a network is a challenging task.
Session types [3] provide a powerful and expressive way to describe, validate and monitor service choreographies, focusing on the notion of session seen as a unit of conversation among multiple participants.
The expected scenario of the session is described in a global type, projected into several local types,
specifying the message-passing behaviours of each participants. In the past few years, the expressiveness of session types has been extended in several direction. New features added to the language of the
protocol description allows one to specify more accurately protocols (e.g., logical assertions [1]) while
refinement of the mechanisms of invitations (for instance, dynamic multiparty session types [2]) allows
greater control over who join or leave a session.
In this short paper, we present a novel approach that directly addresses the structure itself of a protocol. We introduce subsession as a way to stratify nested sessions: inside a protocol, a participant can
create a private subsession, inviting both participants of the parent session and participants from the outside. Uninvited participants of the parent session do not have access to the subsession, allowing to model
private interactions inside a large, relatively more public, session.
A first motivation for the introduction subsession is that it gives modular structure to protocol design:
cross-cutting features such as login operations, negotiations, or security control can be abstracted from
the targeted protocols in a compositional way. If we update a login protocol, for instance to enforce more
drastic security checks, no application protocol using login has to be updated. Moreover, subsessions
allow one to call multiple copies of the same protocol with different participants, substantively improving
flexibility and readability of protocols. Another direct benefit from nesting protocols is the fact that they
allow a better separation of the different branches of a complex protocols, inviting participants only when
it is necessary, and in the end, reducing the overall cost of invitation messages. Finally, our framework
naturally supports the capability of sending invitations to a subsession inside the parent-session, targeting
a specific participant, adding greater flexibility to coordinate participants.

To appear in EPTCS.
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We propose in Section 2 a syntax for nested protocols as an extension of the existing session-type
syntax, and motivate it by three examples inspired by real-world use cases. In Section 3, we describe
new constructs for the session-based π-calculus with creation of subsessions, with some semantics and
validation rules to express its conformance w.r.t. protocols. Finally in Section 4 we sketch the main
properties we guarantee with our system.

2
2.1

Nested Protocols
Nested global types

Throughout the paper, we assume a basic understanding on session types as in [1, 2], and use G for global
types, T for local types, L for message labels, s, k for sessions names, a, b for shared channels, r, r0 for
role identifiers and e
r for sequences of identifiers r1 , . . . , rn .
Our stratification mechanism involved the introduction of new operators in the syntax of the global
types (given below) compared to the ones appearing in previous works (e.g., in [1]). We introduce
e Xe 7→ new e
the declaration of auxiliary protocols by let Y = λ e
r1 , L,
r2 : G1 in G2 , the protocol G1 is
identified by Y in the main protocol G2 . Participants of G1 are separated into two groups, e
r1 are invited
e
from the parent session and thus, given as arguments to Y , together with labels L and protocols identifiers
e while e
X,
r2 are invited from the outside at the beginning of G1 . The counterpart of this construct is the
protocol call r call Y (e
r, e
l, Ye ).G2 stating that participant r of the current session executes an auxiliary
protocol Y with role arguments e
r, label arguments e
l, protocol arguments Ye and the continuation G2 .
Communications are specified as usual with r1 → r2 : Σi∈I {Li (xi ).Gi }, stating that r1 has a directed
e proposed by r2 , with arguments xi and associated
choice, that is, the choice between several labels L
continuation Gi . Usual [1] operators for located choice (the choice for one participant between two
protocol branches), parallel composition of protocols and recursion are present. Operator parallelG (n)
represents n parallel copies of the protocol G, its introduction is motivated by an example below.
e X)
e 7→ new e
G ::= let Y = (e
r, L,
r.G in G
(declaration)
e
e
| r call Y (e
r, l, Y ).G
(call)
| r → r : Σi∈I {Li (xi ).Gi } | end
(communication, end)
| G ⊕r G | µt.G | t
(choice, recursion, rec. variable)
| G k G | paralleln (G)
(parallel, parallel loop)

2.2

Examples

We justify our contribution with three examples, extracted from concrete specifications.
Negotiation as a sub-protocol The first one, described in Figure 1, is loosely inspired by the use cases
(UC R2.34,UC R2.32) from the OOI project [4]. A negotiation procedure (Nego) is defined first. This
procedure involves two participants trying to agree on a contract: first participant specifies a request,
second participant offers a corresponding contract, then both participants enter a loop when the first
one can either accept the contract, which ends the protocol or make a counter-offer, which will lead the
second one into submitting a new contract.
The main protocol consists of several interactions between three participants (client, agent, instrument),
processed in the following order: first client sends a request to agent that, in turn, tries to connect to
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let Nego = r1 , r2 7→
r1 → r2 : ask(terms).
µt.
r2 → r1 : proposition(contract).
r1 → r2 : {accept.end
counter(contract).t}
in
client → agent : request(coord)
agent → instrument : connect
instrument → agent : {busy.end
available.
agent → client : ack
agent call Nego(agent, client).
µt0 .
client → instrument : {abort(coord).end
command(code).
instrument → client : result(data).t}}

Figure 1: Usage of a Resource
let Contact = r, req 7→
newr server.
r → server : req.
server → r : answer.
end
in
client → middle : request.
(middle → client : answer.end)
⊕middle
(middle call Contact, request(middle).
middle → client : answer.end)

let Treat =
r1 , r2 7→
newr1 worker.
r1 → worker : raw.
worker → r2 : processed.
end
in
paralleln (
source call Treat(source, target)
).
end

Figure 2: Protocols for C-M-S and ANF
instrument. If the latter is available, agent negotiates a contract with client (by calling the auxiliary protocol). After a successful negotiation, client and instrument are related with each other and
interact inside a loop: the client send commands and receive data. The negotiation phase is considered
external, and described by another protocols (indeed in [4], Negotiation is used in several use cases).
Should the auxiliary protocol be modified, for instance to enforce another negotiation policy, the main
protocol would remain the same.
Client-Middleware-Server (C-M-S) On the left of Figure 2, we make explicit a Client-Server-Middleware
example with internal choice at middle: there are initially two participants (client, middle), and agent
client starts the interactions by sending a request to middle. If the latter is able to treat the request
directly, it answers client, if not, it has to contact server and to do so, it calls another protocol, which
forwards the request from the client to the server. Stratification, in this protocol, allows us to invite the
server component to participate only if necessary; if the middleware can treat the request, the server
is not even invited. Using subprotocols allows us do cut a great deal of unnecessary traffic by inviting
participants (and, dually, allowing them to leave) only when their participation is effectively required.
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Dynamic distribution We describe in the right half of Figure 2 our last example, inspired by a concrete
protocol from the Array Network Facility (ANF) for seismic data processing procedures. Data comes in a
raw state from a participant source and should arrive processed at the participant target. In the body of
each of the n parallel executions, source calls the subprotocol Treat inviting a new participant worker
and using it to process and pass data from one endpoint to the other. In this example, stratification is used
to express the possibility of having several copies of the same protocol. As each copy is instantiated by a
different session, inviting its own worker, the different calls to the subprotocol are actually independent
from each other.
These three examples motivate the introduction of our new framework. In our first and third example,
nesting protocols allows one to separate a generic, commonly used protocol from the description of
a specific one: by parametrisation, one can actually replace many instances of the same subprotocols
(for instance, many specifications where only the object of the negotiation or the nature of the worker
is different) by a unique template, usable in different places. The second protocol could have been
described without using nesting, but at the cost of inviting the server participant in every session, even
if its participation is not needed: using a call to a subprotocol thus saves bandwith by sending invitation
messages only when they are required.

2.3

Local types and projection

Local types A local type describes a global type from the partial point-of-view of a participant of a
choreography and are used to validate and to monitor programs. Local types syntax is given by:
T

::=

get[r → r]&i∈I {li (Li ).Ti } | send[r → r] ⊕i∈I {li (Li ).Ti }
e Xe as e
e X)
e . (e
| create G from r with (e
r, L,
r, L,
r).T | enter G from r being r as r.T
| request G from r being r as r.T | paralleln (T ) | T ⊕ T | µt.T | t

Local types make explicit the subsession creation process: create specifies the action of creating a
subsession executing protocol G, instantiating is arguments and sending the invitations corresponding to
the new external participants. enter specifies the act of accepting an invitation to a subsession created
by from for a role being in the parent session playing the role as in the subsession. request specifies
the dual act, sending the invitation.
Projection from global types to local types is defined w.r.t. a protocol environment, associating ( )
protocols identifiers to their contents, defined inside the let in constructs. We present here the projection rule for call: we distinguish between four cases, depending whether the participant we project on,
rproj , is or not the participant in charge of the creation of the subprotocols, and whether rproj participates
e1 , Xe1 7→ new e
in the subprotocol or not. Assuming Prot e
r1 , L
r2 .G0 ),
e X).G)
e
(r call Prot(e
r, L,
⇓rproj =

e Xe as e
e1 , Xe1 ) . (e
if rproj = r, r ∈
/e
r create G0 from r with (e
r, L,
r1 , L
r2 ).(G) ⇓rproj




e Xe as e
e1 , Xe1 ) . (e

create G0 from r with (e
r, L,
r1 L
r2 ).
 if rproj = r = ri
enter G0 from r being r as e
r1i .(G) ⇓rproj

0


if rproj = ri 6= r
enter G from r being ri as rproj .(G) ⇓rproj



Otherwise
(G) ⇓rproj
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Subsession Operators for a Session Calculus

We now describe in this section a session-calculus, based on the π-calculus (see [5] for instance), that can
be validated against the specifications described in the previous sections, and thus give them a semantics.
Our session-calculus contains all of the usual constructs of session-calculi [1], as well as dedicated
constructs for creating subsessions and sending and receiving invitations through the parent session.
e Xe as e
e1 , Xe1 ); (e
new s on k from r with (e
r, L,
r1 , L
a as e
r2 ).P is the creation of subsession s inside
1
1
1
e Xe instantiating e
e , Xe and external invitation to play roles e
the parent session k by r with e
r, L,
r ,L
r2 sent
1
2
3
on the channels ae. Operation s?[r → r . r ](x).P is the action of waiting for a a subsession x on s,
sent by r1 in order to play role r3 , the subject of the action is assumed to play role r2 in s. Finally,
s![r1 → r2 . r3 ]hsi.P is its dual action.
Semantics for the new constructs is presented below, the main rule being (subses) where a session creation operator is destructed in order to create both external invitations (on shared channels) and
session-invitations:
(subses)

e
r1 = (r11 , . . . , r1m )
→P|

a1 hs[r21 ]i

(enter)

e
r = (r01 , . . . , r0m )

e
r2 = (r21 , . . . , r2n )
00

1

ae = (a1 , . . . , an )

2

new s on k from r with (e
r as e
r ); (e
a as e
r ).P
2
00
0
1
| . . . | an hs[rn ]i | k![r → r1 . r1 ]hsi | . . . | k![r00 → r0m . r1m ]hsi | P

s![r → r0 . r00 ]hki.P | s?[r → r0 . r00 ](x).Q → P | Q{k/x}

Validation provides a static way to ensure that a process conforms to a specification. We state judgements of the form Γ ` P : ∆, meaning that under the shared environment Γ (associating simple types [5]
to shared channels), the process P satisfies the specification ∆ = s[r1 ] : T1 , . . . , s[rn ] : Tn . Below, we
present the rules addressing the new constructs. (Parti) and (Join) link the session-invitations with their
local-type counterparts, while (New) validates the creation of a new session.
(Parti)

(Join)

(New)

4

Γ ` P : ∆, s[r] : T
0

Γ(k) = G

00

Γ ` s![r → r . r ]hki.P : ∆, s[r] : request G from r being r0 as r00 .T, k[r00 ] : T 0

Γ ` P : ∆, s[r0 ].T, x[r00 ] : T 0

Γ(x) = G

0

Γ ` s?[r → r . r00 ](x).P : ∆, s[r0 ] : enter G from r being r0 as r00 .T
Γ ` P : ∆, s[r] : T
1

Γ(k) = Ger1 ,er2
2

Γ ` new k on s from r with (e
r as e
r ); (e
a as e
r ).P :

Γ(e
a) = ]f
T

G ⇓er2 = Te

∆, s[r] : create G from r with (e
r as e
r1 ) . (e
r2 ), k : G

Properties

Along the line of [1], we define a notion of well-formedness for global protocols, in order to reject the
ones that cannot be properly projected (e.g., protocols with a located choice at r0 s.t. r 6= r0 has different
behaviour in each branch). This allows us to obtain, among others, progress: if a set of processes validates local types corresponding to a global protocol, the sequence of interactions will successfully finish,
and session fidelity: at any moment in a session, the collection of local behaviours can be considered as
a well-formed global types.
As protocols are nested, well-formedness requires every call operation to be sound, meaning that
the provided arguments to a subprotocol call match those expected. In order to formalise this notion, we
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e→K|
] × Label
^ ×K
abstract global protocol into kinds (types for types).Grammar for kinds K ::= Role
notifies that a kind is either a protocol () or a parametrised protocol (type →), specifying the nature of the
parameters. For example, in the C-M-S example (Fig. 2) above, Contact has kind (Role × Request) →
: abstracting a session which takes as arguments a role r and a label Request. In the ANF example,
Treat has kind (Role × Role) → . The presence of higher-order calls allows us to treat protocols with
kinds having shapes like (Role × Role → ) → .

5

Conclusion and Future Works

We have presented above a novel way to organise session types, by making explicit the nesting of protocols through parametrised, higher-order definitions and calls. This allows us both to reach a greater
expressiveness, by improving the class of non-centralised behaviours that can be represented and to describe concrete protocols in a more concise and elegant way, by adding structure between them. We give
semantics to these nested session types through a session calculus, featuring the formal description of
how invitations for subprotocols are handled.
We are currently exploring the notion of results for protocols. More precisely, one could want in
Figure 1 the contract being negotiated in the subprotocol to be returned to the main protocol and used in
the following interactions. Another example, is that one could want to assert in Figure 2, as a governance
property, that the answer forwarded to the client in the second branch of the choice is the same as the one
received from the server.
These legitimate demands can be treated by investigating the notion of returning a result in the framework of the nested session types. As we have higher-order calls, one straightforward way to do it would
be to use continuation-passing-style programming, and pass continuation protocols as arguments to be
used on a ’result’. But this solution would be in conflict with one major motivation for the introduction
of our theory: giving clear and structured description of protocols.
As a consequence, we are studying the use of an explicit return construct for global types (allowing
the description of “functional” protocols having kinds like Role → Nat) and its semantics in terms of
administrative communications.
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Choreography-based programming is a powerful paradigm for defining communication-based systems from a global viewpoint. A choreography can be checked against multiparty protocol specifications, given as behavioural types, that may be instantiated indefinitely at runtime. Each protocol
instance is started with a synchronisation among the involved peers.
We analyse a simple transformation from a choreography with a possibly unbounded number
of protocol instantiations to a choreography instantiating a single protocol, which is the merge of
the original ones. This gives an effective methodology for obtaining new protocols by composing
existing ones. Moreover, by removing all synchronisations required for starting protocol instances,
our transformation reduces the number of communications and resources needed to execute a choreography.

1

Introduction

Communication-based programming is a widespread design paradigm where the entities of a system
communicate exclusively by means of message passing. Communication-based systems are employed
in many areas, from service-oriented and cloud computing to multi-core programming. In such systems,
entities engage in communication flows where their input and output operations must follow a specific
order. The structure of each flow is defined by a protocol.
Choreography-based programming is an emerging methodology for defining communication-based
systems in terms of global descriptions. A global description gives a global view of how messages are
exchanged during execution, in contrast with the methodologies where the code for each entity is defined
separately. Global descriptions have been studied as models [4, 3, 8, 6], as standards [11, 1], and as
language implementations [7, 9].
In [5] we propose a language where both the abstract and the concrete descriptions of a system are
given in global terms. Programmers can use choreographies for defining the concrete behaviour of a
system and then check them against protocols, given as global types [6]. The language allows for instantiating different protocols multiple times, checking that each instantiation respects the corresponding
protocol type. In the sequel, we introduce a small example for explaining the basic mechanisms of a
choreography and how it integrates with a protocol specification.
Our example implements two protocols, called Ga and Gb . In Ga , a user U sends a message to a client
application C together with some authentication credentials (encoded as a string). This is expressed by
the global type:
Ga = U -> C : string

where U and C are called the roles of the protocol. The above behavioural type simply expresses that for
executing protocol Ga , whoever plays role U needs to send a message of type string to a party playing
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role C. Protocol Gb is a little bit more complex:
Gb = C -> F : string;

F -> C : {ok : C -> F : file,

quit : end}

Here, the roles interacting are a client C and a file server F. In Gb , the client sends a string to the file
server F (some authentication credentials) which can reply with either label ok or label quit. In the first
case, the client will send a file to be stored to the file server, whereas in the other case the protocol will
just terminate.
Although the global types above give a good abstraction of the protocols that a programmer wishes
to use, they give no information on how they can be combined in an implementation. A possible implementation can be given with the choreography C defined as follows:
C =

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

rec X in

c[C], u[U] start a(k);
u[U].password() -> c[C].pwd : k;
c[C], f[F] start b(k0 );
c[C].pwd -> f[F].y : k0 ;
if check(y)@f then f[F] -> c[C] : k0 [ok];
c[C]. f ile -> f[F].z : k0
else f[F] -> c[C] : k0 [quit]; X

(1)

We briefly describe the choreography above. In Line 1, the operation c[C], u[U] start a(k) starts protocol
Ga where c and u denote two executing threads willing to implement protocol Ga playing roles C and
U respectively. The two symbols a and k denote the name of the protocol Ga and a session identifier k
(which functions as a binder). In Line 2, we can see a communication over session k where the user
u, playing role U, sends the return value of some internal function password() to c. In Line 3, thread
c and another thread f start protocol Gb , similarly to the start of protocol Ga . Line 4 contains a new
interaction where c forwards the password pwd to f. In Line 5 we have an if-then-else implementing the
abstract branching given in the protocol description of Gb . Note that in the then-branch f communicates
the choice of ok to c, whereas it uses label quit in the else-branch.
The choreography in (1) interleaves the two protocols Ga and Gb in a particular order decided by the
programmer. The local behaviour of each thread (implementation) can be then automatically generated
by means of EndPoint Projection [5, 4]. We observe that (1), since it executes two protocols, has two
starts operations (Lines 1 and 3) in the body of a recursion. At the endpoint level starts are implemented
through synchronisations between peers [2, 6], which may be computationally expensive in a distributed
system. Now, we ask:
Can we remove the synchronisation points introduced by start operations in a choreography? And, what are the consequences?
In this short abstract, we analyse a straightforward transformation on choreographies that cancels out
start operations. E.g., the choreography C in (1) could be transformed into:
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.

c[C], u[U], f[F] start c(k);
rec X in
u[U].password() -> c[C].pwd : k;
c[C].pwd -> f[F].y : k;
if check(y)@f then f[F] -> c[C] : k[ok];
c[C]. f ile -> f[F].z : k
else f[F] -> c[C] : k[quit]; X

(2)

Although (2) has a single start operation, we observe that it is semantically related to (1), since all data
communications performed in (1) are also performed in (2) and viceversa. Moreover, since the single
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synchronisation point in (2) is no longer under recursion, we conjecture that this aspect may greatly
improve the execution of choreographies in asynchronous settings.
We also observe that (2) does no longer implement the two binary protocols Ga and Gb , but it subsumes a new three-party protocol Gc obtained by composing the former two:
Gc = rec t in U -> C : string; C -> F : string; F -> C : {ok : C -> F : file,

quit : t}

Note that because of the recursive behaviour appearing in C (but not in Ga and Gb ), we need to include
some recursive behaviour in the new type (hence the recursion rec t). Observe also that Gc is a multiparty
protocol, i.e. it considers more than two participants. Because of this, we believe that such a transformation could be used for creating new protocols. In fact, it may happen that such a choreography represents
a pattern that the programmer may want to reuse in other programs. Unfortunately, there is no way to
reuse such a pattern in a safe way other than copying and editing the code. By using the transformation
hinted above, we could abstract the behaviour of a choreography and make it reusable in other programs.
In the remainder of the paper, we try to lay the foundations of this idea by giving a formalisation of
the concept into a simplified version of the global calculus with multiparty protocols [5].

2

Formalisation and Results

Calculus, Semantics and Types. A complete formalisation of choreographies with multiparty protocols
can be found in [5] where we introduce the multiparty global calculus. The calculus features standard
choreography constructs. Below, we report the three main constructs defining a choreography that we
shall use in this short abstract:
τ1 [p1 ], . . . , τn [pn ] start a(k);C
τ1 [p] -> τ2 [q] : k[l];C

(start)

τ1 [p].e -> τ2 [q].x : k;C

(com)

(sel)

Above, τ is a thread (running process); p is a role; a is a public channel; k is a session channel; x is a
placeholder for values; and l is a label for branching. e denotes a first-order expression on values (integers, strings, . . . ), whose syntax we leave unspecified. Term (start) denotes the initiation of a multiparty
session (protocol): threads τi wish to start the multiparty session a and tag it with a fresh session channel
(identifier) k. The threads τi are ordinary threads running in parallel. The pi ’s denote the roles played
by the threads in the session. In-session communication is denoted by the term τ1 [p].e -> τ2 [q].x : k.C
where thread τ1 sends the evaluation of expression e to thread τ2 which binds it to variable x. In term
(sel), τ1 communicates to τ2 her wish to select branch l. In addition to the three main terms above, a
choreography also allows: (i) the conditional if e@τ thenC1 elseC2 where expression e is labelled with
a thread name in order to specify where the evaluation of e is made; (ii) standard recursion operators
rec X inC and X; (iii) the terminating choreography 0; and (iv) the standard restriction operator (νk)C.
The semantics of the global calculus (not reported here) is a reduction relation → which just reduces
the size of a choreography wrt to prefixing. Given that there are some fresh names created, the semantics
may introduce restriction operators. For instance, we term
C

=

c[C], u[U] start a(k); u[U].password() -> c[C].pwd : k;C0

would have the following reduction chain:
C

→

(νk) u[U].password() -> c[C].pwd : k;C0

→

(νk)C0 [password()/pwd]
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In [5], we develop a type theory for our choreography model exploiting global types for representing
protocols (as we did in the Introduction). A type system checks that the protocol instances in a choreography follow the given global types. As an example, we can see that protocols Ga and Gb are correctly
used by the choreography C given in the Introduction.
Choreography Transformation. We can now present our transformation for choreographies. Formally, we define a function {[C ]}k that transforms a choreography C into another choreography which
implements the same behaviour of C using a single session k. {[C ]}k is inductively defined by the following rules. Below we assume, without any loss of generality, that all session channels started in C are
different, i.e. there are no two subterms of the form τ1 [p1 ], . . . , τn [pn ] start a(k) in C with the same k.
{[ τ1 [p1 ], . . . , τn [pn ] start a(k0 );C0 ]}k
{[ τ1 [p].e -> τ2 [q].x : k0 ;C ]}k
{[ τ1 [p] -> τ2 [q] : k0 [l];C ]}k

=
=
=

{[C0 ]}k
τ1 [τ1 ].e -> τ2 [τ2 ].x : k; {[C ]}k
τ1 [τ1 ] -> τ2 [τ2 ] : k[l]; {[C ]}k

{[ if e@τ thenC1 elseC2 ]}k = if e@τ then {[C1 ]}k else {[C2 ]}k

{[ rec X inC ]}k = rec X in {[C ]}k

We briefly comment the rules above. (start) terms are simply removed. In interactions the role of each
thread is annotated with the thread name, in order to maintain the distinction between roles with the same
name played by different threads. All other terms are preserved.
We can give an example of the transformation by applying it to the choreography C using protocols
Ga and Gb in the Introduction. We obtain:
{[C ]}k =

1. rec X in
2.
3.

u[u].password() -> c[c].pwd : k; c[c].pwd -> f[f].y : k;
if check(y)@f then f[f] -> c[c] : k[ok]; c[c]. f ile -> f[f].z : k
else f[f] -> c[c] : k[quit]; X

Observe that the result is the same to the transformation example we have shown in the Introduction, up
to renaming of roles and the first start operation for starting k. We omit how to automatically generate
the latter, since it can be done through a very simple traversal of the structure of {[C ]}k , tracking the roles
of each thread in the interactions.
Results. Hereby, we present some of the properties enjoyed by our simple transformation.
Our first result is about the correctness of the behaviour of the transformation result. Specifically,
the transformation does not introduce any additional behaviour (soundness) and it preserves the original
behaviour up to removal of start terms and renaming of roles (completeness).
Theorem 2.1 (Correctness). Let C be a choreography and k a session channel name. Then,
• (Soundness) {[C ]}k →
− C0 for some C0 implies that there exists C00 such that C →
− C00 and C0 =
k
{[C00 ]}
• (Completeness) C →
− C0 for some C0 implies that there exists C00 such that C0 →
− ∗ C00 and {[C ]}k →
−
k
00
{[C ]}
The result above can also be stated in a stronger form in terms of bisimilarity, using the labelled
semantics reported in [5]. We chose this form for the sake of brevity.
Our second result is about typing: there is a relationship between the typing of a choreography and
its transformation. Intuitively, {[C ]}k can be typed using a composition of the types of C. The following
definition formalises this composition. We remind the reader that a global type can always be regarded
to as a standard regular tree representation [10]. In the sequel, the function paths(G) denotes the set of
paths in the regular tree representation of a global type G. Moreover, the function interleave applied to a
set of paths returns the set of all their possible interleaves. ∗ is the standard Kleene star, denoting closure
of paths under repetition.
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Definition 2.1 (Mesh Global Types). Given a set of global types {G1 , . . . , Gn }, we define mesh({G1 , . . . , Gn }),
called the mesh of G1 , . . . , Gn , as the closure under α-renaming of the set
{ G | p ∈ paths(G) only if p ∈ interleave(p∗1 , . . . , p∗m ) for some p j ∈

S

1≤i≤n paths(Gi )

}

The mesh of a set of global types is the set of all the global types whose paths are the interleaving
of some repetitions of the paths of the original types. We can now state our second main result: the
transformation of a well-typed choreography is still well-typed and its type is in the mesh of the original
types. Below, a1 : G1 , . . . , an : Gn ` C . kn+1 : Gn+1 , . . . , k : Gm refers to the type system found in [5].
Intuitively, C is well-typed if it follows the protocols described by Gi in each session to be started through
ai and each running session ki .
Theorem 2.2 (Transformation Typing). Let C be a choreography such that
`

a1 : G1 , . . . , an : Gn

C

.

kn+1 : Gn+1 , . . . , k : Gm

Then, for every session channel name k there exists G ∈ mesh({G1 , . . . , Gm }) such that
0/

`

{[C ]}k

.

k:G

Considering again our example, we can type its transformation {[C ]}k with the following global type
G.
G = rec t in

u -> c : string; c -> f : string; f -> c : {ok : c -> f : file,

quit : t}

Observe that type G is a nontrivial composition of the types Ga and Gb that we have shown in our
introduction. Indeed we can observe that c is a single role even though thread c plays two protocols in
the original choreography.

3

Conclusions and Further Developments

We have shown how a choreography implementing different sessions of different types can be transformed into a choreography with a single session implementing a single global type. Furthermore, the
type of the latter is a composition of the original types.
Our transformation is useful for eliciting the abstract behaviour of a system that implements many
protocols (given as types). A programmer may design a choreography and then check if the global
abstract behaviour of its implementation is the expected one. Even more importantly, a software architect
could exploit our transformation in order to design new standard protocols by extracting them from a
choreography. Interestingly, our transformation could also be used for extracting global types out of
binary session types [4] once a global implementation is given.
Another potential benefit of our transformation lies in resource control. Our transformation removes
protocol starts but preserves behaviour. This has two implications. First, all the synchronisations required
for starting a protocol instance at the endpoint level are no longer required. This may help in improving
the performance of a system. Second, in practice it is usually the case that threads (or processes) can be
dynamically spawned at runtime whenever a new session is created. We believe that our transformation
can be extended to transform a choreography with an unbounded number of threads and sessions (due
to recursion) to a choreography with a finite number of these resources. This would help in managing
the resource consumption of complex distributed systems, leading to applications, e.g., in the fields of
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embedded systems and optimisation. For example, one could design an ad-hoc system optimised for a
choreography with a predetermined number of threads.
The formalisation presented in this paper is only an initial step towards a more complete theory.
Specifically, we did not deal with some useful features such as channel passing and thread spawning.
We plan to investigate these features in future work. We will also develop a concrete algorithm for
automatically deriving the global type of a transformed choreography, extending the type system in [5]
for performing behavioural type inference.
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Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory of subnuclear physics, aiming at modeling the strong
nuclear force, which is responsible for the interactions of nuclear particles. Lattice QCD (LQCD) is
the corresponding discrete formulation, widely used for simulations. The computational demand for
the LQCD is tremendous. It has played a role in the history of supercomputers, and has also helped
defining their future. Designing efficient LQCD codes that scale well on large (probably hybrid)
supercomputers requires to express many levels of parallelism, and then to explore different algorithmic solutions. While algorithmic exploration is the key for efficient parallel codes, the process is
hampered by the necessary coding effort.
We present in this paper a domain-specific language, QIRAL, for a high level expression of
parallel algorithms in LQCD. Parallelism is expressed through the mathematical structure of the
sparse matrices defining the problem. We show that from these expressions and from algorithmic
and preconditioning formulations, a parallel code can be automatically generated. This separates
algorithms and mathematical formulations for LQCD (that belong to the field of physics) from the
effective orchestration of parallelism, mainly related to compilation and optimization for parallel
architectures.

1

Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory of strong subnuclear interactions[13]. Lattice QCD
(LQCD) is the numerical approach to solve QCD equations. LQCD simulations are extremely demanding
in terms of computing power, and require large parallel and distributed machines. At the heart of the
simulation, there is an inversion problem:
Ax = b,
(1)
where A is a large sparse (also sparse and implicit) matrix, called Dirac matrix, b is a known vector
and x is the unknown. To model reality accurately, A should be of size around 232 × 232 elements at
least. Current simulations on supercomputers handle sizes up to 224 × 224 elements. High performance
LQCD codes on multicores, multinode and hybrid (using GPUs) architectures are quite complex to design: performance results from the interplay between the algorithms chosen to solve the inversion and the
parallelism orchestration on the target architecture. Exploring the space of algorithms able to solve the
inversion, such as mixed precision or communication-avoiding algorithms, aggressive preconditioning,
deflation techniques or any combination of these is essential in order to reach higher levels of performance. Many hand-tuned, parallel libraries dedicated to LQCD, such as Chroma [5] or QUDA [2]
propose building blocks for these algorithms, so as to ease their development. Parallelism does not stem
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from the algorithm themselves but from the structure of the sparse matrices involved in the computation.
However, there are a number of shortcomings to the library approach: First, any significant evolution of
the hardware requires to tune the library to the new architecture. This can lead to change the grain of
parallelism (as an adaptation to cache sizes for instance) or change the data layout. Then, sparse matrices
for LQCD, in particular the matrix A, have a very regular structure and library functions take advantage
of it. Combining different algorithms, such as preconditioners, leads to structural changes in matrices
that are not supported by these libraries. These two limitations hinder considerably the time necessary to
develop a parallel/distributed code.
We propose in this paper a high-level Domain-Specific Language, QIRAL, to model LQCD problems
and enable automatic parallel code generation. This novel approach makes possible the exploration and
test of new algorithms for LQCD. Sparse matrices in LQCD can be structured using algebra operators
on dense matrices and the key idea is to use this structure to express parallelism. This extends ideas
proposed in SPIRAL [8], the library generator for DSP algorithms to more complex codes and matrices.
The problem formulation is first presented in Section 2, then the language is described in Section 3 and
its implementation in Section 4.

2

Lattice QCD Description

The principle of LQCD is to discretize space-time and describe the theory on the resulting lattice. The
lattice has to contain a very large number of sites since it has to be fine grained and describe large
enough volumes. LQCD exists since 1974. Huge progress in hardware, software and algorithms have
been achieved, but it is not enough to really sit on the parameters of nature. The light quarks, “u” and
“d” are still described by quarks heavier than in nature while the heavy “b” quark is described as lighter.
This implies systematic errors in our results. To break this limitation, several orders of magnitudes will
be needed in the computing power and related resources. It will demand new hardware with several level
of parallelism, and make coding more and more complicated. Our goal is to provide tools helping to face
this new situation.
The heaviest part in the LQCD calculation is to generate a large Monte-Carlo sample of very large
files (field configurations) according to an algorithm named “Hybrid Monte-Carlo”. It is a Markovian
process, every step of which takes several hours on the most powerful computers. The algorithm is
complex but it spends most of its time in inverting very large linear systems which depend on the field
configuration. Typically one will deal with matrices with billions of lines and columns. The second
heaviest part in the calculation is to compute ”quark propagators” which again boils down to solving
large linear systems of the same type[7]. Therefore we will concentre on this task. The matrices involved
in these computation represent 4D stencil computations, where each vertex is updated by the value of its
8 neighbours. Their structure is therefore very regular, statically known, and it is used in the following
section.

3

A High-Level Domain-Specific Language

QIRAL is a high level language for the description of algorithms and for the definition of matrices,
vectors and equations specific to LQCD. The objective of the algorithmic part is to define algorithms
independently of the expression of sparse matrices used in LQCD. The objective of the system of definitions and equations is to define properties and structure sparse matrices in order to be able to find
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Dirac = IL⊗C⊗S
+ 2 ∗ i ∗ κ ∗ µ ∗ IL⊗C ⊗ γ5
+κ ∗
+κ ∗

∑ ((JL−d ⊗ IC ) ∗

M

d∈D

s∈L

∑ ((JLd ⊗ IC ) ∗

M

d∈D

s∈L

U(d)[s]) ⊗ (IS + γ[d])

U(−d)[s]) ⊗ (IS − γ[d])

Figure 1: Definition of Dirac matrix on a Lattice L in QIRAL.
parallelism. While the algorithmic part uses straightforward operational semantics, the equational part
defines a rewriting system.
For the sake of simplicity, QIRAL is a subset of LATEX, meaning that the QIRAL input can be either
compiled into a pdf file, for rendering purposes, or compiled into executable codes. Algorithms and
definitions correspond to different predefined LATEX environments.
Variables, Types: Variables and constants used in QIRAL are vectors (denoted by the type V) of any
length, matrices of any size (M), complex (C) or real numbers (R). Besides, counted loops are indexed
by variables of type index, iterating over a domain (denoted indexset). Index variables are potentially
multidimensional, and integers are a particular case of index value. Functions of any number of argument
of these types can be also defined. The size of a vector is defined through the size of its index set. The
size of an index set can be left undefined. If V1 is the vector and IS is an index set, V1[IS] denotes the
subvector indexed only by IS.
Matrices and vectors cannot be manipulated or defined element-wise. Instead, matrices and vectors
are built using either constant, predefined values such as identity IIS (for the identity on an index set IS),
or operators such as +, −, ∗ and the transposition, conjugate, direct sum and tensor product. The tensor
product ⊗ and direct sum ⊕ are defined by:


A 0
A ⊗ B = [ai j B]i j ,
A⊕B =
.
0 B
These two operators define parallel operations and help defining the sparse matrices of LQCD.
Definition and Equations: All LQCD knowledge is given as a system of definition (for matrices and
vectors) and a system of equations on these values. In particular, the structure of sparse matrices, explicitly defining where non-zero elements are located, is given in these definitions. This structure is then
propagated in the algorithms. Figure 1 defines the sparse Dirac matrix. Declarations of index sets L, C,
S, D are not shown here, as well as the declaration of the constant matrices used here.
The direct sums indexed by the vertices of the lattice (L) define block-diagonal matrices. These
diagonals are then shifted by d or −d columns by a permutation matrix JLd (predefined).
Algorithms, Preconditioners: Many algorithms proposed for solving Equation 1 are Krylov methods. Figure 2 presents two algorithms in QIRAL. The first is a variant of the conjugate gradient and
is representative of iterative methods. The second one, Schur complement method, is a preconditioner:
Computing x, solution of Equation 1 is achieved by computing two solutions to smaller problems.
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The keyword Match helps to define the algorithm as a rewriting rule: Whenever the statement in
the Match condition is found, it can be rewritten by the algorithm. For the SCHUR preconditioner, this
rewriting can be performed at the condition that the requirement is fulfilled: P1 AP1t has to be invertible.
Using identities defined through the equation system, the rewriting system proves here that indeed, the
requirement is valid, when matrix A is Dirac matrix and P1 is a projection matrix keeping only vertices of
the lattice with even coordinates (even-odd preconditioning). QIRAL is expressive enough to represent
Algo 1: Conjugate Gradient, Normal Resolution [CGNR]

Algo 2: Definition of Schur complement method
[SCHUR]
Input : A, P1 , P2 ∈ M, b ∈ V
Output : x ∈ V
Match : x = A−1 ∗ b
Var
: v1 , v2 , x1 , x2 ∈ V, D11 , D12 , D21 , D22 ∈ M
Require : invertible(P1 ∗ A ∗ P1t )
D21 = P2 ∗ A ∗ P1t ;
D11 = P1 ∗ A ∗ P1t ;
D22 = P2 ∗ A ∗ P2t ;
D12 = P1 ∗ A ∗ P2t ;
v1 = P1 ∗ b ;
v2 = P2 ∗ b ;
−1 ∗ (v − D ∗ D−1 ∗ v ) ;
x2 = (D22 − D21 ∗ D−1
2
21
1
11 ∗ D12 )
11

Input : A ∈ M, b ∈ V, ε ∈ R
Output : x ∈ V
Match : x = A−1 ∗ b
Var
: r, p, Ap, z ∈ V, α, β , nr , nz , nz1 ∈ R
r=b;
z = A† ∗ r;
p=z;
x=0;
nz = (z | z) ;
nr = (r | r) ;
while (nr > ε) do
Ap = A ∗ p;
α = nz /(Ap | Ap) ;
x = x+α ∗ p ;
r = r − α ∗ Ap ;
z = A† ∗ r ;
nz1 = (z | z) ;
β = nz1 /(nz ) ;
p = z+β ∗ p ;
nz = nz1 ;
nr = (r | r) ;

x1 = D−1
11 ∗ (v1 − D12 ∗ x2 ) ;
x = P1t ∗ x1 + P2t ∗ x2 ;

Figure 2: Two algorithms. On the left: A variant of the conjugate gradient method; on the right: A
preconditioner, the Schur complement method.
different variants of conjugate gradient, BiCGSTAB, methods with restart (such as GCR), and other
methods proposed by physicists.

4

From QIRAL to parallel code

The QIRAL compiler takes as input a file describing algorithms and equations and generates parallel
code. The phases are described in 3 and presented in detail in the following.
QIRAL
QIRAL semantics
(*.maude)

LATEX le

tex2maude
(Syntax translator)

Executable

.maude

Maude

pseudocode

Lion
(Syntax postprocessor)

C compiler (gcc, icc, . . . )

.c code

Skeleton, runtime,
custom functions

Figure 3: Overview of QIRAL compilation chain
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Rewriting System Generation: From its current LATEX implementation, the QIRAL input is translated
into a set of rewriting rules and equations, using Maude framework [3]. Maude is a multi-purpose rewriting system, handling equational rewriting rules and reflection. More precisely, definitions are translated
by a first phase, tex2maude into equations (or conditional equations) and algorithms into rewriting rules.
The output file contains domain specific definitions (e.g. the Dirac operator from Figure 1), the desired
program (in our case x = Dirac−1 b), and all algorithms and preconditioners we want to apply.
Definitions have a semantic similar to a rewriting rule: the left hand side is rewritten into the right
hand side. To ensure the existence of a normal form, the system of equation has to be convergent and
confluent. So far, our implementation does not use a tool such as an automatic Church-Rosser Checker
[4] . Algorithms are translated into conditional rules, applied is their prerequisite are checked. The left
hand side of the rule correspond to the Match clause and the algorithm itself is the right hand side.
This rewriting system is merged with another one defining general algebraic properties, code generation rewriting rules and code optimizations. The main phase of the QIRAL compiler is therefore
described through rewriting system, following works such as Stratego [11]. QIRAL is a static strongly
type language, vectors and matrices are defined by their index sets. Type checking is the first analysis
achieved by this main phase.
Applying Algorithms and Simplifications: The user provides the list of algorithms to compose and
the initial program (here, we focused on the equation x = Dirac−1 b). Exploring different algorithms
and sequences of algorithms boils down to change the list given to the QIRAL compiler. Checking that
algorithm requirements is automatically achieved by the rewriting system, using the equational theory
provided through the system of definitions. The equational system, using both equations coming from
LQCD definitions and algebraic properties involving the different operators, simplifies terms that are
equal to zero.
The result is a program where the matrix A of the algorithms has been replaced either by the Dirac
matrix, or by a matrix obtained through transformation by preconditioners.
Loop generation and parallelization: At this step, the initial statement has been replaced by the
algorithm statements, directly using the Dirac matrix or a preconditioned version. Assignment statements
are vector assignments: Values for all vertices of the lattice can be modified in one statement. Matrices
are still described using tensor products and direct sums.
Loops are obtained by transforming all indexed sums, products into loops or sequences. For instance,
the direct sum operator indexed by the lattice L in the definition of Dirac matrix, in Figure 1 is transformed into a parallel loop over all elements of the lattice. This loop is parallel, due to the meaning of
⊕. As the lattice is 4D, either 4 nested loops are created, or one single, linearized loop is created. The
choice depends on a parameter in the QIRAL compiler.
Some usual compiler transformations are then used, computing dependences, fusioning loops, applying scalar promotion and other optimizations. At the end of this phase, an OpenMP code is produced,
essentially by identifying for parallel loops the set of private variables. These transformations are driven
by rewriting strategies, using reflection in Maude.
Matching Library Calls: The resulting code still uses some high level operators on dense matrices,
such as tensor products on dense matrices, matrix-vector product. These operators are then replaced
by library calls. For this step, it is sufficient to define for each library the expression it computes, as a
rewriting rule. We defined LION, a set of hand-written library functions used for validation purposes.
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...
while(nr > epsilon) {
#pragma omp parallel for private(ID30,ID31,ID43,ID44,ID56)
for(iL = 0; iL < L; iL ++) {
ID31 = spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[uup(iL, dt)], gmsubgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dt))), p[sup(IDX, dt)]),
spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[uup(iL, dz)], gmsubgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dz))), p[sup(IDX, dz)]),
spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[uup(iL, dy)], gmsubgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dy))), p[sup(IDX, dy)]),
matmulspn(tensor(U[uup(iL, dx)], gmsubgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dx))),
p[sup(IDX, dx)])))) ;
ID30 = cplmulspn(kappa, ID31) ;
ID44 = spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[udn(iL, dt)], gmaddgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dt))), p[sdn(IDX, dt)]),
spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[udn(iL, dz)], gmaddgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dz))), p[sdn(IDX, dz)]),
spnaddspn(matmulspn(tensor(U[udn(iL, dy)], gmaddgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dy))), p[sdn(IDX, dy)]),
matmulspn(tensor(U[udn(iL, dx)], gmaddgm(gmdiag(c1), G(dx))), p[sdn(IDX, dx)])))) ;
ID43 = cplmulspn(kappa, ID44) ;
...

Figure 4: Sample output C code produced for CGNR algorithm

Finally, post-processing phase, mostly syntactic rewriting, transforms this output into a C function.
This function is compiled with a program skeleton and a runtime that initializes data, calls the generated
code and stores the result. Custom functions can also be defined here since undefined operations from
the QIRAL input appear as functions calls. One application is to call BLAS routines instead of letting
QIRAL implement them. For instance one defines a rule that says (C = A ∗ B) = dgemm(A, B,C). At this
stage, we are more concerned about the correctness of the output rather than the efficiency of the code,
which will be the purpose of further steps. Automatically generated codes for different algorithms and
preconditionings show different convergence speed, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Convergence speed for a lattice of size 44 for different methods: Conjugate Gradient Normal
Error (CGNE), Normal Resolution (CGNR), Biconjugate Gradient (BiCGSTAB), Modified conjugate
gradient with preconditioning (MCR1).
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Conclusion

This paper has presented an overview of QIRAL, a high level language for automatic parallel code generation of Lattice QCD codes. The language is based on algorithmic specifications and on mathematical
definitions of mathematical objects used in the computation.
The contribution of this short paper is to show that a high-level representation makes possible the
automatic generation of complex LQCD parallel code. Parallelism directly stems from the structure
of sparse, regular matrices used in LQCD. While the initial matrix represents a stencil computation,
QIRAL is able to manipulate more complex structures obtained through preconditioning for instance,
unlike Pochoir [10]. The approach, similar to the one proposed by Ashby et al. [1] enables the user
to define new equations and domain-specific definitions. The QIRAL compiler is able to keep such
information through transformations resulting from preconditioners or algorithms. The tensor product
and direct sum operators are translated into parallel loops and lead to OpenMP code generation. This
way, algorithmic exploration, the key for higher levels of performance, can be freed from the constraints
and costs of parallel tuning. Besides generation of distributed codes with communications is within
reach. For heterogeneous architectures, such as Cell or GPUs, further work for automatic data-layout
optimization is required, in order to reach levels of performance of previous works (such as [12, 6, 9] for
the CELL BE and [2] for the GPU).
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As modern architectures introduce additional heterogeneity and parallelism, we look for ways
to deal with this that do not involve specialising software to every platform. In this paper,
we take the Join Calculus, an elegant model for concurrent computation, and show how it
can be mapped to an architecture by a Cartesian-product-style construction, thereby making
use of the calculus’ inherent non-determinism to encode placement choices. This unifies the
concepts of placement and scheduling into a single task.

1

Introduction

The Join Calculus was introduced as a model of concurrent and distributed computation [4].
Its elegant primitives have since formed the basis of many concurrency extensions to existing
languages—both functional [3, 5] and imperative [1, 8]—and also of libraries [7]. More recently,
there has also been work showing that a careful implementation can match, and even exceed,
the performance of more conventional primitives [6].
However, most of the later work has considered the model in the context of shared-memory
multi-core systems. We argue that the original Join Calculus assumption of distributed computation with disjoint local memories lends itself better to an automatic approach. This paper
adapts our previous work on Petri-nets [2] to show how the non-determinism of the Join Calculus can express placement choices when mapping programs to heterogeneous systems; both data
movement between cores and local computation are seen as scheduling choices. Thus we argue
that a JVM-style bytecode with Join Calculus primitives can form a universal intermediate representation, that not only models existing concurrency primitives, but also adapts to different
architectures at load-time.
This paper introduces our construction by considering the following Join Calculus program
that sorts an array of integers using a merge-sort-like algorithm. There is clearly scope for
parallelising both the split and merge steps—although this may require moving data to another
memory.
def sort(numbers, k) =
let N = numbers.length in
def split(a) =
let n = a.length
in if n == 1 then merge(a)
else split(a[0..(n/2)-1]) & split(a[(n/2)..(n-1)])
merge(a) & merge(b) =
if a.length + b.length == N then do_merge(a, b, k)
else do_merge(a, b, merge)
in split(numbers)

To appear in EPTCS.
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where do_merge is a functional-style procedure that merges the sorted arrays a and b into a new
sorted array that is passed to its continuation (k or merge). We assume moderate familiarity
with Join Calculus primitives. In particular, we will:
• Restrict the Join Calculus to make all data usage explicit, showing that existing programs
can be desugared into this form (Section 2).
• Briefly show how our existing work manifests itself in the Join Calculus (Section 3).
• Introduce workers to the Join Calculus semantics as a substitute for the resource constraints in the Petri-net version (Section 4).
We offer a discussion of the scheduling issues and how we believe these to be tractable in
Section 5, before concluding in Section 6.

2

The Non-Nested Join Calculus

As in our previous work, our construction introduces explicit data transfer transitions. For these
to cover all required data transfers, we disallow references to free variables which may be located
on other processors—i.e. values that are not received as part of the transition’s left-hand-side
join pattern. Unfortunately, nested Join Calculus definitions capture values in this way. In our
running example, observe that both N and k are used implicitly by merge.
Our formulation of the Join Calculus therefore forbids the nesting of definitions. Instead,
programs consist of a list of definitions. This necessitates a special type of signal, constructors,
that are used to create and initialise a join definition. A new version of our program is shown
in box “A” of Figure 1.
However, despite this restriction, nested definitions can easily be encoded by a process similar
to both lambda-lifting and Java’s inner-classes. In particular, any program similar to:
a(x,k) {
definition { .ctor Nested() { k(f);
}
f(m)
{ m(x * 2); } }
construct Nested();
}

can be rewritten in a similar-style to:
definition { .ctor UnNested(x,k) { temp(x); k(f);
}
temp(x)
{ temp(x); temp(x); }
f(m) & temp(x)
{ temp(x); m(x * 2); } }
a(x,k)
{ construct UnNested(x,k); }

Unfortunately, the extra signal would cause serialisation of many transitions within the definition. This is resolved by the duplication transition that allows us to create as many copies of
the x message as we require. We rely on the scheduler not to perform excessive duplications.
We might also be able to optimise this ‘peek’ behaviour in our compiler.
As we will later build on our previous work involving Petri-nets [2], it is worth highlighting
Odersky’s discussion [5] on the correspondence between the Join Calculus and (coloured) Petrinets. Just as a Petri-net transition has a fixed multi-set of pre-places, each transition in the
Join Calculus has a fixed join pattern defining its input signals. The key difference is that the
Join Calculus is higher-order, allowing signals to be passed as values, and for the output signals
to depend on its inputs—unlike Petri-nets where the post-places of a transition are fixed. This
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definition {
.ctor sort_x(numbers, k) {
split_x(numbers);
info_x(numbers.length, k);
}
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.ctor sort_y(numbers, k) {
split_y(numbers);
info_y(numbers.length, k);
}

info_x(N, k) { info_x(N,k); info_x(N,k); } info_y(N, k) { info_y(N,k); info_y(N,k); }
split_x(a) {
let n = length(a);

split_y(a) {
let n = length(a);

if(n == 1) { merge_x(a);
}
else
{ split_x(a[0..(n/2)-1]);
split_x(a[(n/2)..(n-1)]); }
}

if(n == 1) { merge_y(a);
}
else
{ split_y(a[0..(n/2)-1]);
split_y(a[(n/2)..(n-1)]); }
}

merge_x(a) & merge_x(b) & info_x(N, k) {
merge_y(a) & merge_y(b) & info_y(N, k) {
info_x(N, k);
info_y(N, k);
if(a.length + b.length == N)
if(a.length + b.length == N)
do_merge(a, b, k);
do_merge(a, b, k);
else do_merge(a, b, merge_x);
else do_merge(a, b, merge_y);
A }
B
}
split_x(a)
{ split_y(a);
}
merge_x(a)
{ merge_y(a);
}
info_x(N, k) { info_y(N, "k on y"); }

split_y(a)
{ split_x(a);
}
merge_y(a)
{ merge_x(a);
}
info_y(N, k) { info_x(N, "k on x"); }

}

Figure 1: Mapped version of merge-sort for a dual-processor system
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simple modification allows use of continuations to support functions. Moreover, while nets are
static at runtime, a Join Calculus program can create new instances of definitions (containing
signals and transition rules) at runtime, and although these cannot match on existing signals,
existing transitions can send messages to the new signals.

3

Mapping Programs to Heterogeneous Hardware

We will use the same simple hardware model as in our previous work. This considers each
processor to be closely tied to a local memory. It then defines interconnects between these.
The construction itself will be concerned with a finite set of processors P , a set of directed
interconnects between these I ⊆ P × P , and a computability relation C ⊆ P × R (where R is the
set of transition rules in the program), such that (p, r) ∈ C implies that the rule r can be executed
on the processor p. In our example, we take P = {x, y}, I = {(x, y), (y, x)} and a computability
relation equal to P × R. However, it is easy to imagine more complex scenarios—for instance,
if one processor lacked floating point support, C would not relate it to any transitions using
floating point operations.
A scheduler will also need a cost model, however this is not needed for this work. We would
expect an affine (i.e. latency plus bandwidth) cost for the interconnect. In practice, this and the
approximate cost of each transition on each processor would be given by profiling information.
There are two parts to our construction. Firstly, we produce a copy of the program for each
p ∈ P , omitting any transition rules r for which (p, r) 6∈ C, giving box “B” of Figure 1.
Secondly, we add transitions that correspond to possible data transfers (box “C”). This
requires one rule per signal and interconnect pair. However, the higher-order nature of the
Join Calculus means these need more careful definition than in our Petri-net work to preserve
locality. Specifically, when a signal value such as k is transferred it needs to be modified so that it
becomes local to the destination processor. This maintains the invariant that the ‘computation
transitions’ introduced by the first part of the construction can only call signals on the same
processor.

4

Workers in place of Resource Constraints

In the Petri-net version of this work, there was a third part to the construction. We introduced
resource constraint places to ensure that each processor or interconnect only performed one
transition at once. Equivalent signals would be illegal in the Join Calculus, as they would need
to be matched on by transitions from multiple definition instances (since processor time is shared
between these). Changing the calculus to allow this would make it harder to generate an efficient
implementation. Instead, we introduce the notion of workers to the semantics.
Rather than allowing any number of transition firings to be mid-execution at a given time,
we restrict each worker to performing zero or one firing at a time. We also tag each transition
with the worker that may fire it. In our example, we would have four workers: x, y, (x,y) and
(y,x). The _x and _y copies of the original program are tagged with the x and y CPU workers
respectively, while the data transfer transitions are tagged with the relevant interconnect worker.
To accommodate vector processors such as GPUs, we augment n copies of an existing transition with a single merged transition. The new transition will take significantly less time than
performing the n transitions individually. Obviously, a real implementation will not enumerate
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Domains:
(f, t), (f, θ) ∈ SignalValue = Signal × Time
Γ ∈ Environment = m(SignalValue × Value∗ )
t ∈ Time = N0

(messages available)

Σ ∈ GlobalState = Worker → (LocalState ∪ {IDLE})
(l, θ, σ) ∈ LocalState = Label × Time × Value∗

(program counter, context, local stack)

v ∈ Value = SignalValue ∪ Primitive
Rules (judgement form of Γ, t, Σ → Γ0 , t0 , Σ0 ):
Γ + ∆, t, Σ + {w 7→ IDLE} → Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (l0 , θ, v~1 · . . . · v~n )}
where ∆ = {((f1 , θ), v~1 ), . . . , ((fn , θ), v~n )} and

rw

(fire)

= f1 (. . .)& . . . &fn (. . .){l0 , . . .}

l

Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (EMIT , θ,~v · s · σ)} → Γ + (s,~v ), t, Σ + {w 7→ (next(l), θ, σ)}
l

Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (CONSTRUCT<f > , θ,~v · σ)} → Γ + ((f, t),~v ), t + 1, Σ + {w 7→ (next(l), θ, σ)}

(emit)
(construct)

l

(load)

l

(finish)

Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (LOAD.SIGNAL<f > , θ, σ)} → Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (next(l), θ, (f, θ) · σ)}
Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ (FINISH , θ, σ)} → Γ, t, Σ + {w 7→ IDLE}

Figure 2: Non-Nested Join Calculus Abstract Machine (JCAM) Semantics
these merged transitions, but we can view it this way in the abstract. A similar argument also
applies to data transfers, where we can benefit from doing bulk operations.
This gives the formal semantics for our calculus as defined in Figure 2. We give this for an
abstract machine, however just as Java trivially compiles to the JVM, our non-nested language
can trivially be compiled to this JCAM. We also use a small step semantics rather than the
ChAM [4] or rewriting [5] style used previously, as this is more appropriate for our ongoing work
on analysis and optimisation. Each of the workers can be either processing a transition rule,
or IDLE. The initial state is for all workers to be IDLE, and some messages corresponding to
program arguments to be available in Γ. Unmapped programs can be considered to have just a
single worker.

5

Future Work on Scheduling

As before, we rely on a scheduler to be able to make non-deterministic choices corresponding
to the fastest execution—and clearly these need to be made quickly. In this section, we briefly
discuss our thoughts on this problem.
It is clear that to optimise the expected execution time, we need transition costs, and also
a probability distribution for the output signals of a transition. We believe that these could be
effectively provided by profiling. This is already commonly used in auto-tuning (i.e. transition
costs) and branch predictors (i.e. signal probabilities). It could also be used for ahead-of-time
scheduling or just for determining baselines.
For practical scheduling, it is most likely that a form of machine learning will be used to
adapt to new architectures. This has been used successfully for streaming applications [9],
which are not dissimilar to a very restricted Join Calculus. Existing implementations of the
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Join Calculus have not considered the scheduling problem, and simply pick the first transition
found to match. In order to maintain this simplicity, we would consider whether the output of
such a learning algorithm could be a priority list of transitions, that evolves over time to offer
some load balancing.
Prior work has shown it is best to check for transition firings each time a message is emitted,
rather than having a separate firing process [6]. This will result in a queue of transitions (perhaps
picked by a first-found approach). For load balancing, idle workers could then steal from these
transition queues. However, unlike in standard work stealing, there are two possible forms of
stealing—as well as taking a matched transition, individual messages could be taken by first
decomposing some of the existing matches.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have adapted our existing work on mapping Petri-net programs to heterogeneous architectures to the Join Calculus. In doing so, we showed how to remove the problematic
environments introduced by nested definitions, and also avoid global matching on resource signals by modifying the semantics slightly to incorporate workers. This allows programs to be
agnostic of the architecture they will run on, with any placement and scheduling choices that
depend on the architecture being left in the program. We have also listed several challenges for
building a scheduler that can optimise over these choices, and initial ideas to solve them. Such
an implementation is our current research goal.
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Specifying stateful asynchronous properties for distributed
programs
Tzu-Chun Chen∗

Kohei Honda∗

Motivated by a practical problem of safety assurance in an ongoing collaboration for the development of a large-scale distributed IT infrastructure, we investigate the problem of how we can specify
safety properties of distributed programs as observed by an asynchronous observer. After illustrating the subtlety of this problem through a simple example, we distill the notion of synchronous and
asynchronous specifications in a semantic framework based on action traces. Through the interplay between synchronous and asynchronous specifications, we propose the direction to clarify and
characterise the class of specifications that can be (in)validated based on stateful asynchronous observations. The specification language and associated methodologies are intended for both static and
dynamic verifications of distributed programs.

1

Introduction

The complexity of distributed, communication-centred software, increasingly common nowadays, makes
it more important than ever to use static and dynamic verification for the safety of applications’ behaviours. This paper points out one basic issue in the semantics of specifications for distributed programs
and offers a preliminary semantic analysis as well as potential remedies.
The problem we encountered arose in a concrete engineering setting, through our collaboration with
the design and development of a large IT infrastructure for E-science [10]. In that infrastructure, applications are predominantly built as asynchronous interactions among distributed components. Some of
these components may be contributed by the third party so that they may be buggy or untrusted. We wish
to filter undesirable messages by observing their behaviours, where a system-level observer dynamically
enforces safe behaviour. Such an observer may as well be located outside of components (e.g. “outline
monitor”[6]), which has a benefit in insulating the observer from an untrusted code and/or environment.
This observer would be asynchronously inspecting behaviours of a component against a specification.
We then need to formulate an experssive specification language usable for asynchronously monitoring
components under these observers. We came across a basic issue in the semantics of a specification language in the presence of stateful, asynchronous behaviour, as we shall illustrate in §2. The issue makes
naturally written specifications semantically nonsensical, thus posing a challenge to our endeavour to
provide a consistent specification-verification framework.
In this short paper, we present the issue in a simplest form in §2, together with the introduction of
our protocol-centred specification language [3]. In §3, we set up a semantic machinery to analyse the
problem, suggest some remedies and conclude with further topics.
As a closely related topic, the semantic differences between synchronous and asynchronous communications have been studied for several decades: early works include [8, 7, 4]. The problem we study is
also related to component validation based on asynchronous histories (cf. [11]). In spite of these precursors and close technical connection, the existing works may not have pointed out how the combination
∗ Queen

Mary, University of London
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(a) synchronous spec
Ga

=

C → S : (req : string).
S → C : (x : int){0 ≤ x ∧ x = c; c := c + 1}.
end

(b) asynchronous spec
Gb

=

C → S : (req : string).
S → C : (x : int){0 ≤ x ∧ x 6∈ c; c := c ∪ x}.
end

Figure 1: Stateful synchronous and asynchronous specifications (1)

of asynchronous observables and stateful behaviour can lead to the concrete semantic issue in specifications we discussed in this paper. Further discussions on larger specification examples and proofs, will be
presented in a forthcoming technical report.

2

Specification for stateful asynchronous interactions

Synchronous and asynchronous specifications. We consider a purchase number allocator (hereafter
S, for Server), which, upon a request from a client (hereafter C, for Client), issues a purchase number
incrementing the previously issued one: so S issues e.g. 1, 2, 3, . . . , responding to a sequence of requests.
A pair of a request and a response to that request form a unit of interactions, which we call session. Figure
1 (a) shows a simple specification Ga for each such session as a protocol, specifying the interaction
behaviour that the participants, S and C, should realise at each session that materialises the protocol. c, a
counter, denotes a local state attributed to S (more precisely, it is a local state of an observer of S, used
for capturing the stateful behaviour of S. The type declaration of c is omitted for brevity.
In the first line of Ga , a request from C to S is specified as the first action, carrying a string req. In
the second line, the issuance of a number from S to C is specified, carrying an integer x, for which the
predicate-update pair is specified as the obligation at S. The first part “0 ≤ x ∧ x = c” says that x should be
positive and is equal to the counter c. The second part “c := c + 1” says that, after sending the response,
c is incremented by 1, thus constraining the behaviours of S in later sessions. We can further specify a
predicate-update pair for the receiver C (omitted here since irrelevant). Again the set c of counters may
be considered as a local state of an observer, being kept and updated for validating the behaviour of S.
Ga shows an example of a specification which synchronously makes sense but not asynchronously. It
seems intuitively right: however, if an observer, e.g. an outline monitor, is far away, then, even if S sends
out 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . in this order, they may arrive at the observer as e.g. 2, 4, 1, 3, . . ., under the assumption
that messages belonging to distinct sessions may arrive out-of-order, which is a practical assumption 1 .
Thus this remote observer of S will consider S as being ill-behaved against Ga .
How can we specify for this “correct” S so that the resulting specification is usable for asynchronous
observation? Gb in Figure 1 (b), is intended as such a specification, using the set of counters, again
written c, as well as operations on sets. Gb uses a relaxed constraint which says that the counter which
has been newly observed should not be among what have been observed so far. Note that, even though
messages from S may arrive out-of-order, the remote observer can at least validate that each number is
unique, because, by the construction of S, all the purchase numbers it issues are pairwise distinct. Later
we shall formally examine whether Gb is indeed suitable for asynchronous observers.
1 On the other hand, within a single session, we may naturally assume that two messages with the same source and destination
will arrive in the order they are sent.
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| S1 × S2 | set(S) | pmap(S1 , S2 )
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::=

S
e
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::= p → q : {li (xi : Si ){Ai ; Ei }hA0i ; Ei0 i.Gi }i∈I
|
G1 | G2
|
end

A ::= e1 = e2 | e1 > e2 | e1 ∈ e2
| A1 ∧ A2 | ¬A | ∀x. A
E ::= (f, e) | if A then E1 else E2
G-inter
G-par
G-end

T

::= p!{li (xi : Si ){Ai ; Ei }.Ti }i∈I
|
p?{li (xi : Si )hA0i ; Ei0 i.Ti }i∈I
|
end

L-sel
L-bra
L-end

Figure 2: The grammar of stateful specifications (finite part)
Grammar of a specification language. Figure 2 summarises the grammar of our specifications. We
first have sorts (S, . . .), predicates (A, . . .), expressions (e, . . .), updates (E, . . .) and global/endpoint specifications (G, . . . / T, . . .).
Sorts use product type S1 × S2 , set type set(S) and (partial) function type pmap(S1 , S2 ). For expressions, x is a variable, c a constant, and f is a mutable field. (f, e) updates f to the evaluation of e.
Second, we call G a global assertion, while T an endpoint assertion projected from G, both are from
[3] (we omit recursion and some other constructs for brevity). G defines global interactions, while T
defines local actions. In the grammar for G and T :
(1) p → q is an interaction, p! or p? is for individuals’ actions.
(2) In {li (xi : Si )....}i∈I , I is a set of nature numbers, li denotes a specific branch, and xi is the content
of a message. Note that, as a convention, li is neglected when only one branch exists.
(3) A, a predicate, describes restrictions of the content of a message and endpoint state(s),
(4) and E defines what should be updated once (1) happens.
In G-inter, the predicate-update pair {A; E} is for the sender, while hA0 ; E 0 i is for the receiver. Similarly
for endpoint assertions. Parallel composition specifies two interactions in parallel, while end denotes the
end of interactions.
Finally the whole specification of a process (whose grammar is in the next section), is given as a
triple Θ ::= hΓ; ∆; Di, called configuration. Γ, ∆, and D are given by:
Γ ::= 0/ | Γ, a : I(T [p]) | Γ, a : O(T [p])

∆

::= 0/ | ∆, s[p] : T

D ::= 0/ | D, f 7→ e

a : I(T [p]) denotes shared name a for input via playing role p specified by T , while a : O(T [p]) denotes
a for output. s[p] : T denotes role p at session s is specified by T . The local storage is a set of states
of endpoints. Each D is a map from fields to data, and each field, denoted by f, stores a range of data
structure.
Semantics of specification configurations. We present the semantics of configurations as a determin`
istic labelled transition system (LTS) of the form Θ →
− Θ0 , which intuitively means Θ as a specification
allows a process to do an action `, and demands the resulting process to conform to Θ0 . For actions,
we use ahs[p] : T i (output of a request), a(s[p] : T ) (input of a request), s[p, q]!lhei (output in a session),
s[p, q]?lhei (input in a session), and τ (the silent action). For output or input in a session, if there is only
one branch, we always write it without l: e.g., s[p, q]!hei or s[p, q]?hei. Figure 3 shows two typical rules
from the LTS rules of configuration Θ.
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s 6∈ dom(∆)

[ACC]

ahs[p]:T i

hΓ, a : I(T [p]); ∆; Di −−−−−→ hΓ, a : I(T [p]); ∆, s[p] : T ; Di
Γ ` e : S j , A j [e/x j ] ↓ true, j ∈ I

[B RA]

s[p1 ,p2 ]?l j hei

hΓ; ∆, s[p2 ] : p1 ?{li (xi : Si )hAi ; Ei i.Ti0 }i∈I ; Di −−−−−−−→ hΓ; ∆, s[p2 ] : T j0 {e/x j }; D after E j {e/x j }i

Figure 3: Labelled transition system for configurations (part)
P

ahs[p] : T i; P

[request]

|

∗a(y[p] : T ).P

[accept]

|

s[p1 , p2 ]!lhei; P

[send]

|

s[p1 , p2 ]?{li (xi ).Pi }i∈I

[receive]

|

if e then P else Q

[conditional]

|

P|Q

[parallel]

|

(νn)P

[hiding]

|

0

[inact]

::=

Figure 4: Syntax of processes (part)
Rule [ACC] accepts the capability of playing the role p at session s (i.e., s[p] : T ) through a. Rule [B RA]
is for receiving a message inside a session: there are several possible branches, denoted by {li ...}i∈I and
that message selects on branch l j with content e that should be a value of type S j and is approved by A j .
T j substitutes e for x j then prepares for the next (incoming or outgoing) message. The state is updated
by D after E j {e/x j }. For example, assume E j is defined as f := f + x j , and the current value of f is 10,
i.e. f 7→ 10. After substituting 5 for x j , the update command f := 10 + 5 is performed, so that f in D
is updated, reaching f 7→ 15. We have symmetric rules for a request and an output, while τ-action is
always possible and does not change a configuration.

3
3.1

Theory of asynchronous specifications
Synchronous and asynchronous semantics for processes

The grammar of processes is given in Figure 4. [request] is for requesting, via a, to play the role p at
session s; [accept] is its dual (∗ is replication). [send] is for an output of e selecting a branch label l, done
in a session s and sent from role p1 to role p2 ; [receive] is its dual, offering one or more branches.
As an example, we consider a process for the specifications in Figure 1. We denote the process for
C by PC and for S by PS . Assume b is the shared name of S, and C has established a session called s and
played role C.
PC = bhs[S] : T i; s[C, S]!hREQi; s[S,C]?(x).0
PS = ∗b(y[S] : T ).y[C, S]?(req). ... .y[S,C]!hNUMi.0
Above we omit branch labels, REQ and NUM are values, and req and x are variables. The ... in PS stands
for a retrieval of a value from a shared variable, represented as a process.
Figure 5 shows the synchronous and asynchronous semantics of processes as two LTS’s. For asynchronous observations, we extend the process syntax with local queue h. In all rules, h only appears
when it is needed. The action labels are the same as those used in LTS of configuration of specifications (Fig. 3). Each rule reads naturally, where the asynchronous input and output rules (including
accept/request) use queues as intermediate buffers. Now take h: if adjacent messages mi and m j in a
queue belong to distinct sessions, or they do not share both the same senders and receivers, they can be
permuted, and we freely permute such queues in transitions.
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syntax of asynchronous processes
::= ... | h
::= 0/ | m·h
local queue
::= ahs[p] : T i | shp, q, lheii message

P
h
m

asynchronous proccess
ahs[p] : T i; P | h −→ P | h · ahs[p] : T i bREQc
ahs[p]:T i

ahs[p] : T i · h −−−−−→ h bREQ - OUTc
ahs[p]:T i

h −−−−−→ h · ahs[p] : T i bACC - INc
synchronous processes
ahs[p]:T i

ahs[p] : T i; P −−−−−→ P
ahs[p]:T i

τ

− P{s/y} | h bACCc
a(y[p] : T ).P | ahs[p] : T i · h →
τ

bREQ - OUTc

s[p1 , p2 ]!lhei; P | h →
− P | h · shp1 , p2 , lheii bSELc
s[p1 ,p2 ]!lhei

bACC - INc

shp1 , p2 , lheii · h −−−−−−−→ h bSEL - OUTc

s[p1 , p2 ]!lhei; P −−−−−−−→ P bSEL - OUTc

h −−−−−−−→ h · shp1 , p2 , l j heii bBRA - INc

s[p1 ,p2 ]?l j hei

s[p1 , p2 ]?{li (xi ).Pi }i∈I | shp1 , p2 , l j heii · h →
− Pj {e/x j } | h bBRAc

a(y[p] : T ).P −−−−−→ P{s/y}
s[p1 ,p2 ]!lhei

s[p1 , p2 ]?{li (xi ).Pi }i∈I −−−−−−−→ Pj {e/x j }

bBRA - INc

s[p1 ,p2 ]?l j hei

τ

Figure 5: LTS of synchronous/asynchronous processes (part)
(c) synchronous spec
Gc

=

C → S : (req : string).
S → C : (x : int){0 ≤ x ∧ x = c; c := c + 1}.
AD → C : (advertise : string).
end

(d) asynchronous spec
Gd

=

C → S : (req : string).
S → C : (x : int){0 ≤ x ∧ x 6∈ c; c := c ∪ x}.
AD → C : (advertise : string).
end

Figure 6: Stateful synchronous and asynchronous specifications (2)

3.2

Synchronous and asynchronous observables and satisfactions

Asynchronous specifications with states. When Θ refers to endpoints’ states, we say Θ is stateful. A
stateful Θ raises a real issue about asynchrony. In [5], we treated asynchronous interactions without states
by using a techinique called permutation. The following example informally illustrates this techinique.
Consider Θ which specifies the p’s behaviour at s as s[p] : q?(int).r?(int).end.
Consider asynchronous interactions. Then the message sent from r may arrive earlier than the one
from q. We cannot predict whether or not p firstly receives r’s message (when it arrives) then later
receives q’s message. Thus, it is reasonable to define Θ such that it allows not only the sequence of
actions s[q, p]?h10i·s[r, p]?h5i but also s[r, p]?h5i·s[q, p]?h10i. Without considering states, there is no
difference when an observer uses this Θ to observe P cloesly (by wathcing its synchronous behaviours)
or far away (by watching its asynchronous behaviours), and each session can be validated independently.
However, when states are considered in Θ, updating (E) state and asserting (A) on state together implicitly imply ordering 2 , and simple permutability cannot help Θ regarding this ordering: the constraints
represented in Θ should be looser for stateful behaviour under asynchronous observations, e.g., using set
as a data type in Figure 1 (b).
In Figure 6, which simply extends Figure 1, an Advertisement, denoted by AD, sends an advertise
message to client C. Assume that Θ specifies endpoint C with a constraint:
s[C] : S!(req : string).S?(x : int)hA; Ei.AD?(advertise : string).end
where hA; Ei can be from (c) or (d) in Figure 6. In this case, it is reasonable and natural to allow C to
receive the advertise from AD in any order. Thus, following the permutation method in [5], Θ allows the
2 An oberserver needs E and A to help her realise if the observed target (e.g., role p in a session s) demonstrates a proper
stateful behaviour.
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following action sequences:
1. s[C, S]!hreqi·s[S,C]?hxi·s[AD,C]?hadvertisei, or
2. s[C, S]!hreqi·s[AD,C]?hadvertisei·s[S,C]?hxi, or
3. s[AD,C]?hadvertisei·s[C, S]!hreqi·s[S,C]?hxi.
However the problem in Gc is because of the second interaction, which involves states c. Recalling
the illustration in §2, the problem arises because, when different sessions with the same Θ run asynchronously, the content of the messages (which should be compared to c in predicate A) and the real c
cannot match, due to the out-of-order nature of asynchronous communications. If, however, we similarly
decorate the interaction AD → C : (advertise : string) with some stateful A; E pair, the interplay between
stateful specifications and asynchrony again arises: for example, AD may behave like S. Even in that
case, AD still can send to C without getting constrained by the interactions between S and C (in separate
sessions) as far as they do not share the same state(s).

3.3

Characterising asynchronous specifications

A specification Θ can be used as the correctness of asynchronously observed processes if the anomaly
we discussed in Figure 1 (a) can never take place:
Definition 1 (asyn-Θ) Θ is suitable for asynchronous observation, simply called asyn-Θ, when, for each
P, P |=s Θ if and only if P |=a Θ.
This definition says that, using a suitable stateful Θ to observe P’s behaviours closely (synchronously
watching if P obeys Θ, i.e., P |=s Θ) or far away (asynchronously watching if P obeys Θ, i.e., P |=a Θ),
the judgement (obeys Θ or not) of the observer should be the same.
Next we define a simple notion of permutations.
Definition 2 Given s1 = `0 ·...·`k ·`k+1 ·...·`n , we say `k and `k+1 are permutable when the following
condition holds:
1. `k does not bind a channel in `k+1 .
2. Either:
(a) `k and `k+1 belong to separate sessions; or
(b) `k and `k+1 belong to the same session but none of the following conditions holds:
i. the receiver of `k is the sender of `k+1 ;
ii. they have the same sender and the same receiver.
The permutation of permutable actions is called proper permutation. When s2 is the result of zero or
more proper permutations, we write s1 y s2 .
A sound, if somewhat restricted, characterisation of the asynchronous specifications follows. Below
s |= Θ says s is a weak trace of Θ, i.e. it is a transition sequence starting from Θ.
Theorem 1 (characterisation by traces) A stateful Θ is suitable for asynchronous observation if the
following condition holds: for all s1 and s2 , if s1 |= Θ and s1 y s2 , then we have s2 |= Θ.
Thus checking if a stateful specification Θ is suitable for asynchronous observation, we only need to test
it by verifying that satisfying traces are invariant under permutations. This method offers a simple characterisation of asynchronous specifications for a class of practical cases including the examples treated
in this paper, even though it cannot capture the whole class of asynchronous stateful specifications.
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Conclusion and further topics. We can use Theorem 1 to check Gb in §2 is asynchronous: if a sequence satisfies Gb , and if we permute them, the uniqueness condition is invariant, hence done. On the
other hand, Ga is not asynchronous: take the obvious service which satisfies Ga . It has a trace which
starts from a request followed by a response sending 1, then another request followed by a response
sending 2. Through asynchrony, the process also has the trace of permuting these two sessions, i.e.
responding first by 2 then by 1, which obviously does not satisfy Ga .
While this manual method does sometimes work, in practise, we need an automatic way to assure
asynchrony in specifications. Further this characterisation is not general enough, because stateful specifications can induce implicit ordering of communications across sessions. In this context, it is notable that
many natural practical specifications (related to, for example, distributed authentication) are automatically asynchronous. We may be able to extract a common style to write down such specifications which
may make effective validation feasible. Our theoretical result offers a firm basis for analysing and supporting these methods. Other interesting topics include extending the theory to more refined observables
than traces and exploring the expressiveness of asynchronous and synchronous specifications.
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We identify two problems with general-purpose programming languages: (i) they do not enforce
separation of computations and protocols and (ii) they do not provide an appropriate level of abstraction to implement protocols. To mend these deficiencies, we argue for the use of domain-specific
languages (DSL). A concrete instance then demonstrates the feasibility of this approach: we use Reo,
which offers a natural separation of protocols and computations, as a high-level protocol DSL.

Modularizing Protocols
Notions such as “modularization” and “separation of concerns” have long histories in computer science.
Already in the early 1970s, Parnas attributed three advantages to abiding by these principles [10]:
“(1) managerial—development time should be shortened because separate groups would
work on each module with little need for communication; (2) product flexibility—it should
be possible to make drastic changes to one module without a need to change others; (3)
comprehensibility—it should be possible to study the system one module at a time.”
However, popular general-purpose programming languages do not structurally enforce modularization
of protocols. Consequently, dispersing protocol code among computation code comprises a common
alternative for specifying structured interaction among threads. To illustrate such dispersion—and its
deficiencies—we consider a producer–consumer example in Java, based on [3, Algorithm 6.8]. Figure 1
shows our source code, which works as follows. Two producer threads produce data elements and append
these to a queue buffer (of size 1). Concurrently, a consumer thread takes elements from this queue
and consumes these. While the queue buffer contains an element, the producers cannot append until
the consumer takes this element out of the queue. We do not show the methods produce and consume.
Easily, one can get the gist of the protocol involved in this example: the producers send—asynchronously, “losslessly,” and in arbitrary order—data elements to the consumer. In contrast, one cannot easily
point to coherent segments of the source code that actually implement this protocol. Indeed, only the
combination of lines 4–6, 9–11, 20–22, and 27–29 does so. In this example, thus, we have not isolated
the protocol in a distinct module; we have not separated our concerns. Therefore, the advantages of
modularization identified by Parnas do not apply. In fact, our resulting monolithic program suffers from
the opposites of the advantages that Parnas enumerates. In general terms:
(1) Groups cannot work independently on computation code and protocol code of monolithic programs. Moreover, one cannot straightforwardly reuse computation code or protocol code of monolithic programs in future programs: this would require dissecting and disentangling the former.
(2) Small changes to a protocol require nontrivial changes throughout a monolithic program. For
instance, suppose we allow the producers in the producer–consumer example to send data elements
only in alternating order. Implementing such turn-taking requires significant changes.

To appear in EPTCS.
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(3) One cannot study computation code and protocol code in isolation when they are entangled in a
monolithic program. Indeed, to reason about the correctness of protocols in monolithic programs,
one must analyze these programs in their entirety.
The impact of these shortcomings only increases if programs grow larger, interaction among threads
intensifies, and protocol complexity rises—a likely situation in the current multicore era.
To avoid these deficiencies, we advocate separating protocol code from computation code. As an
illustration, we rewrote the monolithic program in Figure 1 as the modular program in Figure 2: we
moved all the protocol code to a class P (discussed later), which implements the interface Protocol.1
For such programs, the advantages of modularization identified by Parnas do hold! First, groups can
develop protocol code (e.g., the implementations of offer and poll) independently from computation code. Moreover, one can easily reuse protocol implementations. Second, changing the protocol
requires changing only the class implementing the protocol (e.g., the class P); computation code, however, remains unaffected. Third, we can analyze the protocol in isolation by studying only the class
implementing the protocol (e.g., the class P).

Specifying Protocols
In the foregoing, we argued for modularizing protocols. In this section, we identify an issue that programmers convinced to do so immediately face: the problem of specifying protocols.
At first sight, writing computation code and protocol code of modular programs using a single language may seem only natural. Indeed, many popular general-purpose programming languages have
sufficient expressive power for doing this. Nevertheless, we consider it an inappropriate approach in
most cases: typically, language designers gear general-purpose languages toward implementing computations. Implementing protocols, at a suitable level of abstraction, seems a secondary concern. Consequently, these languages work well for writing computation code, but not so for developing protocol
code: the low-level constructs they provide do not coincide with the higher-level constructs “protocol
1 The

definition of the interface Protocol in Figure 2 serves only our present discussion: we emphasize that not every
protocol has methods offer and poll! In general, the interface of a protocol should provide methods that computation code
can invoke for executing this protocol. In the context of our present discussion, offer and poll seemed appropriate names.

0
1

import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.util.concurrent.Semaphore;

2
3
4
5
6

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

17
18

public class Main {
private LinkedList<Object> buffer;
private Semaphore notEmpty;
private Semaphore notFull;

7
8

16

19
20
21
22
23

public Main() {
buffer = new LinkedList<Object>();
notEmpty = new Semaphore(0);
notFull = new Semaphore(1);
(new Producer()).start();
(new Consumer()).start();
(new Consumer()).start();
}

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

private class Producer extends Thread {
public run() {
while (true) {
Object d = produce();
notFull.acquire();
buffer.offer(d);
notEmpty.release();
} } }
private class Consumer extends Thread {
public run() {
while (true) {
notEmpty.acquire();
Object d = buffer.poll();
notFull.release();
consume(d);
} } } }

Figure 1: Java implementation of the producer–consumer example in [3, Algorithm 6.8].
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programmers” need.2 We believe that programming languages should enable protocol programmers to
focus their attention on their core activity: getting the interaction right. These programmers should not
(have to) worry about implementing that which realizes interaction. We (should) have compilers for that.
If general-purpose programming languages do not suffice for writing protocol code, what then, do we
need? We believe protocol programmers can benefit from domain-specific languages (DSL) for specifying protocols among threads. And in fact, many candidates to serve in this role already exist: interaction
and concurrency have received plenty of attention from the research community over the past decades.
This has led to numerous high-level languages for synchronizing, coordinating, and orchestrating concurrently running parties (actors, components, services, processes, etc.). We believe that these models
of concurrency provide appropriate abstractions for specifying isolated interaction protocols. Therefore,
we encourage their use as high-level protocol DSLs, and we advocate implementing compilers for them.

Reo as a Protocol DSL
To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach just argued for, we continue with a concrete instance. We
outline the use of one existing concurrency formalism as a protocol DSL: Reo [1], a visual programming
language, originally introduced for coordinating components in component-based systems. As with other
models of concurrency, Reo has a solid foundation: there exist various compositional semantics for describing the behavior of Reo programs, called connectors, and tools for analyzing them. This includes
both functional analysis (detecting deadlock, model-checking) and reasoning about non-functional properties (computing quality-of-service guarantees). Its declarative nature, however, really distinguishes
Reo from other models of concurrency. Using Reo, programmers specify what, when, and why interaction takes place. Not how. Indeed, Reo does not feature primitive actions for sending or receiving data
elements. Rather, Reo considers interaction protocols constraints on such actions: to formulate (specify,
verify, etc.) such constraints, one does not need the ability of actually performing these actions.
Before we demonstrate how to use Reo as a protocol DSL, we briefly explain what connectors (i.e.,
Reo programs) look like. Figures 3a, 4a, and 6a show three examples. Intuitively, we can think of
connectors as digraphs: data elements, dispatched on nodes by sending parties, move along arcs to other
nodes, from which receiving parties can fetch them. We refer to arcs as channels in the context of
connectors. Importantly, communicating parties remain oblivious to how a connector routes data: parties
dispatching (fetching) data elements do not know whereto (wherefrom) these elements go (came).
2 Session types, as extensions of general-purpose languages, already improve on this. However, we wonder if the abstractions
they provide suffice. See also the concluding remarks at the end of this paper.
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public interface Protocol {
public void offer(Object o);
public Object poll();
}
public class Main {
private Protocol protocol;
public Main() {
protocol = new P();
(new Producer()).start();
(new Consumer()).start();
(new Consumer()).start();
}
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private class Producer extends Thread {
public run() {
while (true) {
Object d = produce();
protocol.offer(d);
} } }
private class Consumer extends Thread {
public run() {
while (true) {
Object d = protocol.poll();
consume(d);
} } } }

Figure 2: Reimplementation of the producer–consumer program in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Syntax and semantics, as a port
automaton, of MergerWithBuffer.

(b) Semantics.

Figure 4: Syntax and semantics, as a port
automaton, of AlternatorWithBuffer.

The connector in Figure 3a specifies the same protocol as the one embedded in the Java code in Figure 1. We can explain the behavior of this connector, named MergerWithBuffer, best by discussing the
port automaton [9] that describes its semantics. Figure 3b shows this automaton (derived automatically
from Figure 3a): every state corresponds to an internal configuration of MergerWithBuffer, while every
transition describes a step of the protocol MergerWithBuffer specifies. Transitions carry a synchronization constraint: a set that contains those nodes through which a data element passes in an atomic protocol
step. Thus, in the initial state of MergerWithBuffer, a data element passes either through nodes A and
C or through nodes B and C. Every element that passes through C subsequently arrives at a buffer with
capacity 1. We represent this buffer with a rectangle in Figure 3a. While the buffer remains full, no data
elements can pass through A, B, or C. In that case, the only admissible step results in the stored element
leaving the buffer and passing through D.
Next, we sketch the use of Reo as a protocol DSL in the context of our producer–consumer example. First, we implement MergerWithBuffer in the visual syntax of Figure 3a using a drag-and-drop
interface. This interface forms an important pillar of the Extensible Coordination Tools (E CT),3 a collection of Eclipse plug-ins that serve as an IDE for Reo. Internally, the E CT represent and store visual
connector specifications as XML documents. After implementing MergerWithBuffer using the E CT, we
feed the corresponding XML document to our Reo-to-Java compiler: this tool automatically generates
a Java class MergerWithBuffer based on the automaton semantics of MergerWithBuffer. More precisely, instances of MergerWithBuffer represent state machines that execute the protocol specified by
MergerWithBuffer. At run-time, such MergerWithBuffer objects “listen” for requests for writing data
elements (dispatching) or taking elements (fetching) at particular nodes. We call the concurrent data
3
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public class P implements Protocol {
private SyncPoint A = new SyncPoint();
private SyncPoint B = new SyncPoint();
private SyncPoint D = new SyncPoint();
private Map<Thread, SyncPoint> threads;
private Connector connector;
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17

public P() {
threads = new HashMap<Long, SyncPoint>();
connector = new MergerWithBuffer (A, B, D);
}

18
19
20
21

public void offer(Object o) {
Thread thread = System.currentThread();
if (!threads.containsKey(thread)) {
threads.put(thread,
!threads.containsValue(A) ? A : B);
}
threads.get(thread).write(o);
}
public Object poll() {
return D.take();
} }

Figure 5: Class P.
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structures that register write and take requests synchronization points: for each node that a connector
allows interaction on,4 we have a synchronization point in the implementation. For example, in its initial state, a MergerWithBuffer object listens to the synchronization points for nodes A and B. If such
an object observes requests that satisfy the synchronization constraint of some transition, it fires this
transition: the requests resolve and data elements flow.
Figure 5 shows an implementation of the class P, encountered previously on line 7 in Figure 2, based
on MergerWithBuffer. Line 17 specifies that a producer makes a (blocking) write request on the synchronization point assigned to it; line 20 specifies that a consumer makes a (blocking) take request. The
rest of P consists of initialization code. The latter characterizes the use of Reo as a protocol DSL: when
using Reo, implementations of the Protocol interface serve merely as a wrappers around compiled
connectors. These compiled connectors implement all the protocol logic.
The previous paragraph establishes the feasibility of modularizing protocols and implementing protocol DSLs as argued for above. We remark that this approach does not preclude the use of dedicated
implementations for certain parts of a protocol. For instance, consider the buffer of MergerWithBuffer.
Our compiler implements this buffer using shared memory and explicit locks (transparent to programmers using Reo, though). But suppose the architecture we deploy our producer–consumer program on
features also hardware transactional memory (HTM). Fortunately, our approach allows us to write a dedicated implementation of buffers that exploits this HTM. Subsequently, we can replace the standard buffer
implementation with this dedicated implementation.5 Thus, besides high-level constructs by default, our
approach offers programmers the flexibility of applying lower-level languages, if necessary.
Figure 4 shows another connector, named AlternatorWithBuffer, that we can use in our producer–
consumer example. In contrast to MergerWithBuffer, AlternatorWithBuffer forces the producers to
synchronize (represented by the arrow-tailed edge between nodes A and B): only if both of them can
dispatch a data element simultaneously, the connector allows them to do so. In that case, the data element dispatched on node A passes node C and enters the horizontal buffer; concurrently, the data element
dispatched on node B enters the diagonal buffer. In the next protocol step, the data element in the horizontal buffer leaves this buffer and passes node D. Subsequently, the data element in the diagonal buffer
leaves this buffer, passes C, and enters the horizontal buffer. Finally, the data element now in the horizontal buffer (originally dispatched on B) leaves this buffer and passes D. Thus, AlternatorWithBuffer first
synchronizes the producers, and second, it offers their data elements in alternating order to the consumer.
To change Figure 1 such that it respects the protocol specified by AlternatorWithBuffer requires
nontrivial modifications across the source code. In contrast, we can straightforwardly implement a class
Q implements Protocol and replace P() with Q() on line 7 in Figure 2. In fact, Q would differ from
P only on line 9 in Figure 5: in Q, we would construct an AlternatorWithBuffer object instead of a
MergerWithBuffer object. This shows that using Reo, we can easily change protocols without affecting
computation code.6
4 Sometimes,

we hide nodes of connectors. This makes interaction on these nodes impossible. In figures, we draw hidden
nodes as closed circles and boundary nodes as open circles. For instance, we hid node C of MergerWithBuffer in Figure 3a.
5 More precisely, to do this, we go through the following steps. First, we write an HTM -based implementation of buffers.
Second, we remove the connection between nodes C and D in Figure 4a. Third, we generate code for the subconnector
containing nodes A, B, and C and for the subconnector containing node D. (The latter consists of only node D. However, by
the semantics of Reo, we can replace this by an equivalent connector of two synchronizing nodes.) Thus, we now have two
compiled connectors. Finally, we place the HTM-based implementation of buffers between these two compiled connectors,
as an active entity: our dedicated buffer implementation, which performs writes and takes on (the synchronization points of)
C and D, runs in its own thread—effectively, it operates as a fourth party involved in the protocol. Interestingly, the “real”
communicating parties remain oblivious to the introduction of this fourth party.
6 More precisely, handwritten computation code and protocol code generated by the Reo compiler communicate only through
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Figure 6: Syntax and semantics, as a constraint automaton, of SequencerWithBufferϕ .

Finally, we present yet another connector that we can use in our producer–consumer example: Figure
6 show the syntax and semantics of a connector named SequencerWithBufferϕ . (We hid all nodes except
A, B, and D.) The protocol this connector specifies differs in two significant ways from MergerWithBuffer and AlternatorWithBuffer. The first difference relates to (the lack of) synchronization: unlike
AlternatorWithBuffer, SequencerWithBufferϕ does not force the producers to synchronize before they
dispatch their data elements. (Similar to AlternatorWithBuffer, however, SequencerWithBufferϕ orders
the sequence in which data elements arrive at the consumer.) The second difference relates to the datasensitivity that SequencerWithBufferϕ exhibits: the zigzagged edge in Figure 6a represents a filter and
we call ϕ a filter constraint—only data elements that satisfy its filter constraint can pass through a filter.
In this example, we assume a simple filter constraint, namely [A] = “foo”, which means: the data element
that flows through A equals the string “foo”.7 In other words, if a producer dispatches “foo” on A, the
(right-horizontal) buffer becomes filled with “foo”; otherwise, the data element dispatched gets filtered,
and essentially, its producer has wasted its turn. In general, filters facilitate the specification of protocols
whose execution depends on the content of the data involved.
Unfortunately, port automata cannot express the semantics of connectors with filters. Instead, we
need a stronger operational formalism: constraint automata [2]. Constraint automata refine port automata in the sense that they support richer transition structures. Instead of only a synchronization
constraint, transitions of constraint automata carry also a data constraint: an expression about what the
data flowing through particular nodes in a protocol step should look like. Figure 6b shows the constraint
automaton that describes the semantics of SequencerWithBufferϕ . The symbols m and m0 refer to the
content of the (right-horizontal) buffer while and after a transition fires. Thus, intuitively, m0 = |A| means
that this buffer contains A after a transition has fired; |D| = m means that the content of this buffer flows
through D while a transition fires.
Earlier, we mentioned that our compiler generates Java classes “based on the automaton semantics” of a connector. Deliberately, we did not write “port automaton:” our compiler actually operates
on the more expressive constraint automata! Thus, we can compile the XML document specifying SequencerWithBufferϕ to a Java class SequencerWithBuffer. Then, as before, we can straightforwardly
implement a class R implements Protocol and replace P() with R() on line 7 in Figure 2. This class
would differ from P only on line 9 in Figure 5: in R, we would construct a SequencerWithBuffer
object instead of a MergerWithBuffer object.
shared synchronization points; these synchronization points do not change when replacing one connector with another. Thus,
unless the number of synchronization points changes, a syntactically correct program remains syntactically correct.
7 Alternatively, one can formulate filter constraints as regular expressions or patterns. See [1].
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Concluding Remarks
Our current work focuses on improving our Reo-to-Java compiler. For instance, classes currently generated by our compiler execute sequentially. A relatively straightforward optimization concerns checking
synchronization points for appropriate requests concurrently for different transitions. We speculate that
we can get even better performance if, instead, we optimize at the semantic level: we wish to decompose
automata into “smaller” automata that can execute concurrently without synchronization, while preserving the original semantics. Another potential improvement concerns scheduling: connectors, with their
formal semantics, provide very explicit and tangible information for scheduling threads. Exploiting this
information should yield substantial performance gains. We hope that such optimizations make our
approach a competitive alternative to lower level approaches also in terms of performance.
In recent years, session types [7, 8] have entered the realm of object-oriented programming (recent
work includes [4, 5, 6]). Although this use of session types improves the technology for implementing
protocols, we wonder if the abstractions they provide suffice. Still, we consider it a very interesting
development from which we can learn much. In particular, currently, Reo does not feature types. Adding
session types to Reo would, therefore, comprise an important improvement. The main challenge here
seems that connectors have a richer structure than the channels that appear in the session types literature.
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Context Oriented Programming (COP) is a hot topic nowadays. A number of programming languages endowed with COP features has been developed. However, some foundational issues remain
unclear. This paper proposes adopting static analysis techniques to predict how programs may react
in different execution environments. We introduce a core functional language, ContextML, equipped
with COP primitives for manipulating contexts and for programming behavioural variations. In particular, we specify the dispatching mechanism, used to select the program fragments to be executed
in the current active context. Besides the dynamic semantics we present an annotated type system. It
guarantees that the well-typed programs adapt to any context, i.e. the dispatching mechanism always
succeeds at runtime.

1

Introduction

Computers increasingly pervade our everyday life, pushed by the big steps forward of hardware systems
and by the increase of digital information.
On the one side, computer devices surround people in different shapes and sizes in a highly distributed manner. Devices are often interconnected, can interact and share resources. Programs are resources themselves as invokable remote services or downloadable code.
On the other side, processing the great quantity of information generated and consumed by devices
brings to an approach, where most of the computation and of the storage is demanded to specific, powerful remote entity. This is the case of Cloud or Grid systems, which often are made by heterogeneous
nodes, possibly distributed in a wide-area.
This new setting puts software system into a highly-dynamic environment where services, resources
and hardware components appear, mutate and disappear. This calls for a a great shift of programming
paradigm. In particular, there is a growing interest in the design and development of applications that are
aware of their working environment and are adaptive, i.e. capable to adapt to different situations.
Context-Oriented Programming (COP)[7] is a programming paradigm recently proposed to tackle
such an issue of building adaptive systems. COP makes available language primitives to express contextdependent behaviour (namely behavioural variation) in a modular fashion.
Behavioural variations are chunks of behaviour that modify the execution of a computational system
depending on the current working environment. Layers are the linguistic mechanism that enable the
programmer to group variations. Layers can be activated in arbitrary places of the code with appropriate
primitives. Layer activation has its own scope, activated layers are piled up into a stack that is called
context. Therefore, the actual behaviour of a COP program is carried out by a dispatching procedure that
selects the program fragments to be executed depending on the context contents.
Most of the COP research efforts are focused on the concrete implementation details and only few
papers [6, 4] investigated basic foundational issues. We briefly discuss them in Section 3.
Our work aims at contributing to the foundations of COP programming languages. We introduce a
core calculus (ContextML) with a precise semantic description of the adaptivity constructs.

To appear in EPTCS.
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To illustrate the novel features of ContextML we resort to a running example. We consider a program
embedded in a mobile device. Its behaviour depends on the active profile of its battery. We assume that
the battery level has two profiles, the power saving mode and the performance one. These profiles
are represented at code level as two different layers: PowerSavingMode and PerformanceMode. The
function getBatteryProfile, described below, queries the sensor (batSensor) and returns the layer
describing the current active profile depending on a threshold value:
λgetBatteryProfile () ⇒if (batSensor() > threshold) then
PerformanceMode
else
PowerSavingMode

Layers are expressible values, hence they can be produced as results of function calls. The construct
with(e1 ) in e2 activates the layer obtained evaluating e1 and delimits its activation scope to the inner expression e2 . For instance, in the code below, the layer obtained as result of the call getBatteryProfile()
is active throughout the execution of the inner expression.
with(getBatteryProfile()) in
PowerSavingMode. doSomeThing(),
PerformanceMode. doSomeThingElse()

In the inner expression, the layered expression is an expression defined by cases that specifies the
context-dependent behavioural variation considered.
Note that if the programmer neglects a case for the profile of the battery, e.g. OnDemandMode, then
the program throws a runtime error being unable to adapt to the context. We propose to tackle these
undesired behaviour by adopting static analysis techniques. To this aim we extend the ML type system
in order to guarantee that well-typed programs are always capable to react to their changing environment,
i.e. the dispatching procedure always succeeds at runtime.

2

ContextML: a context-oriented ML core

ContextML is a purely functional fragment of ML extended with COP primitives. In ContextML the
context is explicit and is part of the runtime environment. The language is endowed with primitives to
manipulate the context and to specify behavioural variation of expressions, depending on the context in
which the program is evaluated. The structural operational semantics and the type system of ContextML
follow.
Dynamic Semantics Let N be the set of naturals, Ide a set of identifiers, LayerNames a set of layer
names, then the syntax of ContextML is defined by the following grammar:
n∈N

x, f ∈ Ide

L ∈ LayerNames

v, v1 , v0 ::= n | L | λ f x ⇒ e
e, e1 , e0 ::= v | x | e1 e2 | let x = e1 in e2 | e1 op e2 | if e0 then e1 else e2 | with(e1 ) in e2 | lexp
lexp ::= L.e | L.e, lexp

The novelties with respect to ML are layers as expressible values; the with construct for activating
layers; and the layered expressions (lexp). Recall that a context C is a stack of active layers. We denote
with L :: C the pushing of layer L on C and with [L1 , . . . , Ln ] a context with n elements whose top is L1 .
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with3

L :: C ` e → e0
C ` with(L) in e → with(L) in e0
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with2

C ` e → e0
C ` with(e) in e1 → with(e0 ) in e1

lexp

C ` with(L) in v → v
∃k.k = min{ j | ∃v.L0j = Lv } ∧ Lk0 = Li
0 ] ` L .e , . . . , L .e → e
[L10 , . . . , Lm
n n
i
1 1

Figure 1: ContextML semantics.
The semantics is only defined for closed expression and is characterised by judgements having the
form C ` e → e0 meaning that in context C the closed expression e reduces to e0 in one evaluation
step. In Figure 1 we only show the semantic rules (with1 ),(with2 ),(with3 ),(lexp) that deal with the new
constructs, the others are inherited from the standard ML. We briefly comment on the new ones only.
Rules for with(e1 ) in e2 evaluate e2 in the context extended by the layer obtained evaluating e1 . When a
layered expression L1 .e1 , . . . , Ln .en has to be evaluated (rule lexp), the context of evaluation is inspected
top-down (dispatch mechanism). When a layer in the context matches one of the Li , the corresponding
expression ei is evaluated. If no layer matches then the computation gets stuck.
Type system We introduce a monomorphic type system for ContextML which ensures that the dispatch
mechanism always succeeds at run-time for well-typed expressions.
Our type system is characterised by typing judgements of the form hΓ;Ci ` e : τ. This means that in
“in the type environment Γ and in the context C expression e has type τ”.
Types are integers, layers and functions.
ψ

τ, τ1 , τ 0 ::= int | lyφ | τ1 −
→ τ2

φ , ψ ∈ ℘(LayerNames)

We annotate types with sets of layer names φ , ψ for analysis reason. In lyφ , φ over-approximates the
ψ

layers that an expression can be reduced to at runtime. In τ1 −
→ τ2 , ψ over-approximates the layers that
must be active in the context during the application of the function (precondition of the function).
Back to our example, the type of the function getBatteryProfile will be the following:
0/

unit →
− ly{PowerSavingMode, PerformanceMode} .
The intuition is that the function returns a layer in the set {PowerSavingMode, PerformanceMode}.
The function has no preconditions, i.e. it can be applied in any context.
Our typing rules are in Figure 2. Since types are annotated, the type system contains rules dealing
with the subtyping. The rules (Sint), (Sly), (Sfun) have judgements of the form τ1 ≤ τ2 (τ1 is a subtype
of τ2 ). Furthermore, we assume that annotations are ordered by set-inclusion and that |C| is the set of
active layers in a context C.
By rule (Sly) a layer type tyφ is a subtype tyφ 0 if and only if the annotation φ is a subset of φ 0 . Rule
ψ

(Sfun) is subtyping rule for functional types. As usual τ1 −
→ τ2 is contravariant in τ1 but covariant in φ
and τ2 .
Rule (Tly) asserts that the type of a layer L is ly annotated with the singleton set {L}. In rule (Tfun)
we guess a type for the bound variable, for the function f and determine the type of the body under these
additional assumptions and in a guessed context C0 . Implicitly, we require that the guess of a type for f
matches that of the resulting function. Additionally we require that the resulting type is annotated with a
precondition that includes the layers in C0 .
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(Sint)

int ≤ int
(Sfun)

φ ⊆ φ0
lyφ ≤ lyφ 0
ψ ⊆ ψ0

(Sly)

τ10 ≤ τ1

τ2 ≤ τ20
ψ

ψ0

τ1 −
→ τ2 ≤ τ10 −→ τ20
(Tint)

hΓ;Ci ` n : int
hΓ;Ci ` e : τ 0
τ0 ≤ τ
(Tsub)
hΓ;Ci ` e : τ
(Tfun)

(Tly)

hΓ;Ci ` L : ly{L}
Γ(x) = τ
if x ∈ dom(Γ)
(TVar)
hΓ;Ci ` x : τ
|C0 |
hΓ, x : τ1 , f : τ1 −−→ τ2 ;C0 i ` e : τ2
|C0 |
hΓ;Ci ` λ f x ⇒ e : τ1 −−→ τ2

hΓ;Ci ` e1 : int
hΓ;Ci ` e2 : int
hΓ;Ci ` e1 op e2 : int
hΓ;Ci ` e1 : τ1
hΓ, x : τ1 ,Ci ` e2 : τ2
(Tlet)
hΓ;Ci ` let x = e1 in e2 : τ2
hΓ;Ci ` e0 : int
hΓ;Ci ` e1 : τ
hΓ;Ci ` e2 : τ
(Tif)
hΓ;Ci ` if e0 then e1 else e2 : τ
hΓ;Ci `: e1 : lyφ
∀L0 ∈ φ .hΓ; L0 :: Ci ` e2 : τ
(Top)

(Twith)

hΓ;Ci ` with(e1 ) in e2 : τ
∀i.hΓ;Ci ` ei : τ
L1 ∈ |C| ∨ · · · ∨ Ln ∈ |C|
(Tlexp)
hΓ;Ci ` L1 .e1 , . . . , Ln .en : τ
φ

hΓ;Ci ` e1 : τ1 −
→ τ2
hΓ;Ci ` e2 : τ1
(Tapp)
hΓ;Ci ` e1 e2 : τ2

φ ⊆ |C|

Figure 2: ContextML type system
Rule (Twith) establishes that an expression with has type τ, provided the type for e1 is lyφ (recall that
φ is a set of layers) and e2 has type τ in the context C extended by the layers in φ . By (Tlexp) the type of
a layered expression is τ, provided that each sub-expression ei has type τ and that at least one among the
layers L1 , . . . Ln is active in the context C. This requirement ensures that the dispatch mechanism always
succeeds at run-time. Notably, when evaluating a layered expression one of the mentioned layers will be
active in the current context.
Back to our example, the expression provided is well-typed as witnessed in Figure 3. The type of
getBatteryProfile ensures that one of the two layers PowerSavingMode or PerformanceMode is
returned. One among them is required to be active so to evaluate the layered expression. Hence, the
(Twith) rule can guarantee that the whole expression is never stuck at runtime.
Rule (Tapp) is almost standard and reveals the mechanism of function precondition. The application
gets a type if only if the layers in the precondition φ are active in the current context C. To better explain
how preconditions work, consider the example in Figure 4. There the function λ f x ⇒ L1 .0 is shown
{L1 }

having type int −−→ int. This means that L1 must be active in the context of activation of the function.
The remaining rules are standard and we do not comment on them for brevity.
Our type system guarantees not only that functional types are correctly used, but also that the evaluation of a layered expression never gets stuck. The following lemmata prove that our type system is
sound with respect to the operational semantics:
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hΓ;C0 i ` doSomeThing() : τ
hΓ;C0 i ` doSomeThingElse() : τ
PowerSavingMode ∈ |C0 | ∨ PerformanceMode ∈ |C0 |

PowerSavingMode.doSomeThing(),
hΓ;C0 i `
:τ
PerformanceMode.doSomeThingElse()
hΓ;Ci `: getBatteryProfile() : lyφ
hΓ;Ci ` with(getBatteryProfile()) in

(Tlexp)

···
hΓ;C00 i ` . . .

PowerSavingMode.doSomeThing(),
:τ
PerformanceMode.doSomeThingElse()

Figure 3: The typing derivation of the running example. We assume doSomeThing, doSomeThingElse :
unit → τ. We denote φ = {PowerSavingMode, PerformanceMode};C0 = PowerSavingMode :: C;C00 =
PerformanceMode :: C. The last rule used is (Twith).
hΓ, x : τ, f : τ → τ;C0 i ` 0 : τ

L1 ∈ C0

|C0 |

hΓ, x : τ, f : τ −−→ τ;C0 i ` L1 .0 : τ
|C0 |

hΓ;Ci ` λ f x ⇒ L1 .0 : τ −−→ τ

|C0 |

hΓ, g : τ −−→ τ;Ci ` g : τ → τ
|C0 |

hΓ, g : τ −−→ τ;Ci ` 3 : τ

|C0 | ⊆ |C|

|C0 |

hΓ, g : τ −−→ τ;Ci ` g 3 : τ
hΓ;Ci ` let g = λ f x ⇒ L1 .0 in g 3 : τ

Figure 4: Derivation of a function with precondition. We assume that C0 = [L1 ], L1 is active in C and, for
typesetting convenience, we also denote τ = int.
Lemma 2.1 (Progress). Let e be a closed expression such that for some C hΓ;Ci ` e : τ. Then either e is
a value or C ` e → e0 .
Lemma 2.2 (Subject reduction). Let e be a closed expression, if hΓ;Ci ` e : τ and C ` e → e0 then
hΓ,Ci ` e0 : τ

3

Discussion

Related work Several COP programming languages have been proposed (see e.g.ContextL [5] and
ContextJ [1]). Usually COP features are introduced within the object oriented paradigm so providing
behavioural variations at object level.
Most of the research efforts have mainly tackled implementation issues. To the best of our knowledge
only few papers provide a precise semantic description.
In [6] an extension of Featherweight Java [9] has been proposed. This calculus includes layers
(de)activation, but layers are not expressible values. Furthermore, a static type system ensures that there
exists a binding for each dispatched method call. This fact is based on the strong assumption that layers
do not introduce new methods but only refine existent ones. Our type system relaxes this assumption.
Our approach is much similar to the one of Clarke et al. [4] and the main difference is that we consider
a functional language while [4] considers Featherweight Java object oriented language.
Conclusions and further work We started investigating the foundational issues of the COP paradigm
with a calculus endowing COP primitives. We have defined a dynamic semantics that formalises the
operational mechanisms behind these constructs. A distinguished element of our semantics is the dispatching procedure, that selects the behavioural variation depending on the active context. We have also
specified a type system guaranteeing that the dispatching mechanism always succeeds at runtime for
well-typed expressions.
In our current proposals, activation of layers is driven according to the flow of program execution. A
more general approach would instead consider the asynchronous evolution of the environment. We plan
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to investigate this issue and to formalise event-driven changes of context.
We also intend to refine the type system by introducing effects to represent an over-approximation of
the evolution pattern of context shape. In doing that, techniques similar to session-types [8] might suggest
us useful mechanisms. Types and effects will enhance our static analysis of programs, following the lines
of [2, 3]. In particular we would like to accept or reject programs at compile time, also depending on
non-functional requirements on the context evolution, e.g. when security policies are to be enforced upon
context usages.
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